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Abstract

The forefield of Castle Creek in the Caribou Mountains of B.C. contains abundant well
developed small-scale glacial landforms. Detailed maps of flutes and annual moraines
were produced from aerial photography and selected flutes were mapped in the field,
together with sedimentological and fabric analyses. The results revealed a number of
flutes with differing morphologies; long parallel-sided flutes and shorter tapering flutes,
which become shorter and narrower with distance down flute, exist in different areas of
the forefield. In addition there are flutes with bedrock ridges at their ice proximal ends,
which appear similar to crag and tail features. Grain size and fabric patterns within flutes,
were similar to those found by Benn and Evans (1996) from studies in Europe and
support the sediment deformation hypothesis of Boulton (1987). These results highlight
the importance of grain size and pore water pressure in creating conditions for
deformation to occur.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
As alpine glaciers retreat in response to warming after the Little Ice Age (LIA),
great expanses of glacial forefield are being uncovered containing a range of geomorphic
features. Studies of glacial geomorphology can be used to understand the distribution and
character of these features and to provide insight into processes occurring under the ice.
Contemporary alpine environments are ideal field sites for studying subglacial landforms
because the landforms are ‘fresh’ and are relatively unaffected by post-depositional
weathering.
Flutes are streamlined ridges o f sub-glacial sediment, generally aligned parallel to
the direction of former glacier flow, that are found in the forefields of many modem
glaciers. They commonly occur as closely spaced groupings of parallel ridges, giving a
‘raked’ appearance to the glacial forefield. The flutes referred to here are small scale
features, mostly averaging less than 3 meters high and less than 3 meters wide. Smallscale flutes have a low long-term preservation potential (Boulton and Dent, 1974)
because they are readily eroded by wind and precipitation. Consequently observations of
ancient flutes are rare. However some observations of ancient flutes have been made, for
example in the Scottish Highlands (Bennett, 1995). Flutes are formed underneath the
glacier during periods of glacial advance and are therefore useful in providing insight into
the processes occurring at the ice-sediment interface.
A distinction should be drawn between these small-scale flutes and large-scale
features known as ‘megaflutes’. ‘Megaflutes’ are higher (>5 m), broader and longer
(>100m) landforms that can occur both singularly and in groupings (Benn and Evans,

1998). Whilst small-scale flutes are formed under valley glaciers, megaflutes are formed
under large ice sheets (e.g. the Laurentide and Antarctic Ice Sheets). Given the disparity
in size between these features it is thought that they may be formed by different processes
(Schoof and Clarke, 2008), however this is merely speculation, because several
mechanisms have been proposed for both forms.

1.1 Models of flute formation
Several models of flute formation have been proposed, including both erosional
and depositional processes but there is no universally accepted mechanism for their
formation. The most widely accepted model of flute formation (Boulton, 1976; Benn,
1994; Eklund and Hart, 1996) suggests that flutes are the result of deformation of
saturated till in the lee of obstacles, such as lodged boulders. However evidence has been
found to support alternative hypotheses.
Detailed studies of the morphology and internal structure of small-scale flutes in
the field have led to continued refinement of hypotheses about glacial fluting, that are
potentially applicable to larger scale mega-flutes (Evans et al., 2010). The findings of
these studies are being evaluated in conjunction with observations of subglacial processes
occurring under modem glaciers (Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987) and the results of
experiments that model the behaviour of till under stress (Iverson et al., 1994; Iverson,
1999; Iverson and Iverson, 2001) in order to improve understanding of sub-glacial
processes. Studies of flutes at new field sites can contribute new information and further
refinement of our knowledge of subglacial processes and the landforms they produce.
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1.2 Choice of Field site
Castle Mountain Glacier is located in the Cariboo Mountains of British Columbia
at approximately 53° 20’N., 120° 40’W. The Castle Creek forefield is an ideal field site
for studying flutes as it provides a relatively recently exposed surface, uncovered in the
last hundred years by glacier retreat following the Little Ice Age (L IA ). The landforms
are relatively fresh and unaffected by post-formation weathering or erosion. The forefield
of the glacier contains a wide range of small-scale glacigenic landforms including
abundant flutes and annual moraines. The flutes run perpendicular to the annual moraines,
indicating the flutes formed parallel to former glacial flow. Although all of these flutes fit
the general description of the form, there is considerable diversity in their morphology.
The flutes on the upper forefield are shorter and narrower in comparison with the longer
features on the lower forefield. This range o f other sub-glacially formed features present
on the forefield allows us to study the distribution of flutes and their relation to other sub
glacial landforms.

1.3 Objectives and Organisation of the Thesis
There is a range of linear features in the forefield, all fitting within the classic
description of flutes, but the morphology differs considerably. It is therefore
hypothesised that different flute morphologies and sedimentary characteristics may result
from different processes or a combination of processes. This thesis aims to meet the
following objectives:
(1) to compile and analyse a detailed geomorphic map of the Castle Creek forefield
using photogrametric software to show the distribution of flutes and other small-
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scale sub-glacial landforms. This map will show the field relationships of the
flutes to each other and to other subglacial landforms,
(2) to characterise different types of flutes in the forefield and document their
morphology based on field measurements of long and cross profiles of selected
examples.
(3) to examine the composition and properties of sediments within the flutes to
determine whether there are differences between the consituent sediments of the
different types of flutes, and
(4) to identify whether there are different processes involved in flute formation on the
Castle Creek forefield based on the results from the mapping, morphological and
sediment analyses.
The following chapter reviews previous studies of flute formation, including those
based on sediment analysis and theoretical modelling. Chapter 3 describes the Castle
Creek forefield and outlines the methods used in the development of the geomorphic map
o f the forefield. This map provides the basis for a description and analysis of the
distribution of flutes and other small-scale sub-glacial landforms across the Castle Creek
forefield and their interrelationships. Chapter 4 presents the results of the field surveys
and describes the different morphological types of flutes present. The methods and results
from analysis of flute sediments will be presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will discuss the
results from the analysis of the Castle Creek flutes and compare them with the results
from other studies, presenting suggestions about the mechanisms which formed the Castle
Creek flutes. The final conclusions of the research will be summarised in Chapter 7, with
recommendations for future studies.
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Chapter 2: Previous Studies of Flute Formation
2.1 Introduction
Flutes have been observed on a number of recently deglaciated forefields over the
last century. Early observations of flutes attributed their formation to erosional processes.
Later investigations of flutes and their constituent sediments attribute flutes to either the
deposition or deformation of till. The following chapter will review these proposed
mechanisms of formation and will evalute the advances in glacial field techniques, such
as clast macrofabric, which have contributed to further refinement of our knowledge of
flute formation.

2.2 Early hypotheses
The earliest recorded observation of flutes dates back to 1899, from the Harriman
expedition to the Columbia Glacier in Alaska (Gilbert, 1904). However a number of other
early observations were recorded from Alaska, Patagonia and Europe (e.g. Grant &
Higgins, 1913; Tarr & Martin, 1914; Ray, 1935). These early observations mainly
atttribute flute formation to erosional processes. Flutes were seen to represent positive
relief between grooves carved in a previously deposited till surface either by boulders
embedded in the glacier sole (Kautsky, 1953; Strom, 1963), or by a cuspate glacier sole
(Ray, 1935). Richter (1936) suggested that the grooves between flutes may have been
eroded by former subglacial meltwater streams and represent palaeo subglacial meltwater
channels. Alternatively, flutes were considered to be the erosional remnants of a

previously deposited till surface, preserved in the lee of protective boulders (Gilbert,
1904; German et al., 1979) or outcrops of bedrock: these large boulders or outcrops of
bedrock protected a tail of debris in their wake, forming miniature crag and tail features.
Other early work, which notes the close association of flutes with boulders at their
up-glacier end, suggested that ridges could be formed in the lee of these boulders when
highly saturated till is pressed up into channel cavities beneath relatively thin ice (De
Quervain & Schnitter, 1920; Dyson, 1952). As a variant on this hypothesis Hoppe and
Schytt (1953) proposed that after till is squeezed into basal cavities, the resulting drop in
pressure within the till could cause the sediment to freeze to the basal ice. This sediment
would be carried forward by the advancing ice, while additional material continued to be
pressed up into the cavity at the up-glacier end. This would result in the ridge being
continuously built up until it reaches a zone of cold based ice downglacier where it would
freeze to the substratum and no longer move with the ice. Their theory is based on
observations from Isfallsglaciaren in Swedish Lapland, where flutes, excavated from
below the ice, were found to contain a high content of frozen melt water.
McPherson and Gardener (1969), working at the Saskatchewan Glacier in the
Canadian Rockies, noted that the position o f flutes on the forefield was related to the
former position of splaying crevasses, identified from aerial photographs. They suggested
that unequal weight of superincumbent ice near the glacier terminus could lead to the
formation of well defined zones of low and high pressure that resulted in till being
squeezed up in the low pressure zones, related to crevasses on the glacier surface. This
hypothesis is a possible explanation of flutes which do not appear to have an initiating
boulder at their up glacier end.
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Baranowski (1970) put forward an alternative explanation of flutes which lack an
initiating boulder. He suggested that plugs o f frost heaved till, could act in the same way
as lodged boulders, creating cavities in the basal ice, into which till could be squeezed
under pressure. This requires that flutes are initiated at the zone of transition between
cold-based ice up-glacier and warm-based ice down-glacier (Gordon et al., 1992). At this
transition, till beneath the ice could be frost heaved, forming a plug of frozen till which
could potentially act as a basal obstruction to the ice, thereby creating a cavity in the sole
of the glacier which would subsequently fill with water soaked till (Baranowski, 1970).
However, Gordon et al. (1992) have argued that a very particular basal thermal regime
would be required for this mode of flute formation to be possible; cold based ice upglacier must transition into warm based ice down-glacier. In addition, it is unlikely that
frost heave would be able to generate sufficient pressure to inject frozen till plugs into
glacier ice, especially, given the gentle up-doming produced by periglacial patterned
ground (Gordon et al., 1992).
These early hypotheses were based on observations and crude measurements.
However with greater access to glacial field sites and advances in analytical field
techniques such as macrofabrics, these initial ideas have been further developed or
modified over time. Evidence has been found to support various theories and theoretical
modelling has allowed testing and development of ideas about mechanisms for these
theories.
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2.3 Models based on deformation of till
Boulton (1976), working in Breidamerkurjokull in Iceland and Nordenskioldbreen
in Spitsbergen, found that elongated clasts within flutes commonly displayed converging
fabric patterns, with clasts long axes pointing inwards towards the flute’s axis. This led to
him to refine Dyson’s (1952) sediment squeezing model of flute formation. Boulton
proposed that sediment deformation occurs when saturated till is squeezed, under
pressure, into cavities opened in the lee of basal obstructions, normally lodged boulders,
and that the flute progressively grows by sediment being added to the down-glacier end of
the flute.
This mechanism of flute formation requires a warm based glacier sitting on a
deformable bed of till. Boulton suggested that a boulder being transported in the basal ice
becomes lodged in the underlying till, obstructing the flow of the basal ice, which will
stream around the boulder. If the ice is streaming at a sufficient velocity, a cavity will
form in the lee of the boulder, and a pressure gradient will develop in the till sufficient to
allow the basal sediments to flow into the cavity, forming a flute. The till in the cavity
then operates as a positive feedback mechanism that lodges the boulder farther into the
basal sediments, creating a larger obstacle to the basal ice, resulting in a greater velocity
of the ice flowing around the obstacle. This increases the size of the cavity, resulting in
the addition of more till, and causing the flute to grow progressively longer (Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2-1A model of flute formation by subsole sediment deformation (Benn, 1994)

Boulton (1976) was sceptical of Hoppe and Schytte’s (1953) modification of the
sediment deformation theory, that suggests that till may freeze and adhere to the basal ice
after being squeezed into basal cavities and subsequently be carried forward by the
advancing ice. He claimed that freezing is not necessary to form long flutes, because
hydrostatic conditions create sufficient stress in basal ice cavities to maintain the stability
of ice cavities for great distances (Boulton, 1976). This idea was supported by Morris and
Morland’s (1976) theoretical analysis of flute formation, which suggested that theoretical
flow patterns of sediment were similar to those indicated by the till fabrics of flutes near
Breidamerkurjokull reported by Boulton (1976)
However, Karlen (1981) noted that Boulton’s (1976) theory does not explain the
appearance of flutes which are initiated on areas of till, but extend on to bare bedrock,
such as those observed at Svartisen in Northern Norway where sediment supply is sparse.
Karlen observed parallel bands of till in the roof of a natural cavity that had formed
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between the bedrock and the glacial ice. He suggested that it was likely that the sediment
had frozen and adhered to the glacier sole where it had been transported forward by the
ice and subsequently deposited over the bare bedrock. He therefore proposed that Hoppe
and Schytte's (1953) combined freezing model is the most likely explanation for the
presence of flutes.

2.4 Models based on deposition of till
Application of new techniques to glacial studies and improved access to field sites
have led other researchers to develop alternative models of flute formation. Many propose
a depositional origin for flutes. Rose (1989) suggested that flute formation involves the
transfer of sediment from a zone of erosion along the margins of the flute and subsequent
deposition o f this material in the flute ridges. This hypothesis is based on investigations
of clast fabric patterns within flutes superimposed on mega-flutes. Rose found that fabrics
in the superimposed flutes displayed a herring-bone pattern, with flow lines converging
down flute. He interpreted this as a pattern of convergent/divergent flow. Rose suggested
that flute formation occurred due to the initiation of a convergent/divergent flow cell in
the ice, resulting from a basal obstruction, such as a boulder or a bedrock knob that
created high pressure within the ice over the troughs and low pressure occurring over the
ridge of the flute. He proposed that this would result in erosion of material from the flute
margin, forming the trough of the flute, and subsequent deposition of this material, along
with coarser material derived directly from the glacier, in a ridge.
Gordon et al. (1992) argued that, although Rose’s (1989) model can explain the
formation o f short, individual flutes that terminate after tens of meters, it does not

adequately explain longer, closely spaced, parallel flutes. They suggested that flute
formation results from the deposition of debris from debris streams during the melt out of
basal ice (Gordon et al., 1992). Inhomogeneities at the ice-bed interface such as boulders
embedded in the substrate are thought to act as obstacles to the ice, changing the flow
patterns. When the debris rich basal ice layer comes into contact with such an obstacle, an
increase in pressure within the basal ice will cause it to undergo enhanced deformation
around the boulder. As a result, flow lines will converge in the low pressure zone in the
lee of the boulder, causing a stream of debris-concentrated ice to form. Once this flow
pattern is initiated in the basal ice layer it will continue down glacier so that the debrisrich stream will grow progressively longer (Figure 2-2; Gordon et al., 1992). These
streams will eventually melt-out of the basal ice and be deposited on the surface.
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Figure 2-2 Gordon et aPs. (1992) schematic model of flute formation at Lyngsdalen . The top diagram shows a
plan view of flute formation and the diagrams below show cross sections through various points of this model (AC). The basal ice layer thins as it passes over the boulder (B) because the height of the boulder is greater than the
thickness of the basal ice layer. This forms a transverse wave in the top of the basal ice layer. Enhanced plastic
flow of debris rich ice around the sides of the boulder and into a low pressure zone on the lee side preserves the
wave and initiates the flute form(C).

The regular average spacing observed between many flutes is thought to provide
evidence of flute formation by basal streaming because the pattern suggests a rhythmic
formation mechanism (Baranowski, 1970; Shaw & Freschauf, 1973). However,
theoretical modelling of the field relations of flutes by Boulton (1976) indicates that the
most common pattern displayed by flutes, initiated by randomly located boulders, is
regular spacing.
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Schoof and Clarke (2008) criticized Boulton’s model on the grounds that it does
not adequately explain how such long cavities could extend in the lee of relatively small
bed protuberances, given the typically low effective pressures found at the glacier base.
Instead they supported Rose’s (1989) model of erosion of material from troughs, followed
by deposition of this material in a ridge. Schoof and Clarke (2008) developed a
mathematical model, based on the idea that perturbations in the basal sediments could
cause transverse stresses in the basal ice. These stresses would initiate a cork-screw like
spiral flow which would remove sediment from troughs at the flute margin and deposit it
in ridges at the flute crest (Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3 the formation of spiral flows in basal ice (Schoof and Clarke, 2008). (a) shows a swath-bathymetric
relief image of subglacial bedforms in Borebukta, Svalbard. Reproduced from Ottesen and Dowdeswell (2006),
Copyright the American Geophysical union (2006). (b) Shows the initiation of spiral flows in basal ice removing
sediment from flute troughs and depositing it on flute crests, (c) Shows the geometry used in the model.

2.5 Contributions based on Clast Macrofabric
For their basal streaming model, Gordon et al. (1992) envisage converging fabric
patterns, similar to those reconstructed by Rose (1989) for flutes superimposed onto mega
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flutes, in the lee of the initiating boulder. However farther down flute they predicted a
fabric pattern parallel to the flute axis (Gordon et ah, 1992). This basal streaming
mechanism implies that flutes result from stress patterns within the basal ice, rather than
within the basal sediments as is implied by Boulton’s (1976) sediment deformation model
(Gordon et al., 1992).
In contrast with this interpretation, Benn (1994) argued that a ‘herring-bone’
fabric pattern reflects patterns of strain within the underlying sediments rather than within
the overlying basal ice. Benn examined flutes at Slettmarkbreen, Norway, recorded fabric
patterns and compared them with the direction of striae on boulders embedded in the flute
surface. He found that fabric data exhibited ‘herring-bone’ patterns, comparable to those
reconstructed by Rose (1989). However, the orientation of striae indicated ice flow over
the flutes was roughly parallel to the flute axis. He concluded that ice flow over the flutes
was downglacier parallel to the flutes and therefore oblique to the flow of sediment into
cavities within the basal ice. He therefore supported Boulton’s sediment deformation
model of flute formation.
Herring-bone fabric patterns have been found at other sites and interpreted as
evidence supporting Boulton’s sediment deformation model (e.g. Van der Meer, 1996;
Eklund and Hart, 1996; Benn and Evans, 1996; Hart, 2006; Evans et al, 2010). However
not all flutes display this herring-bone fabric pattern. Longer flutings in particular, often
display fabric patterns parallel to the flute axis, or slightly converging down glacier (e.g.
Boulton, 1976; Benn, 1995).
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This wide ranging evidence from macrofabrics has garnered much support for
Boulton’s model, making it the most widely accepted model of flute formation. However
there are also sites which display evidence for Hoppe and Schytt’s (1953) hypothesis for
flute formation, which recognizes that the decrease in pressure of the sediment after
flowing into lee side cavities may cause it to freeze and adhere to the basal ice. For
example, in their study of the flutes at Isfallsglaciaren in Lapland, Eklund and Hart (1996)
suggested that freezing of the sediment could occur either due to the decrease in pressure
from the surrounding ice or as a result of the flute passing into the zone of cold-based ice
at the snout o f the glacier.

2.6 Morphological classification
Benn & Evans (1996) classify flutes into tapering flutes, which decrease in height
and width down glacier and parallel-sided flutes, which maintain a constant height and
width for great distances. They found that fabric analysis of tapering flutes revealed a
herring-bone pattern, in contrast to parallel or slightly converging fabrics in parallel-sided
flutings. They interpreted these contrasting forms to be a result of differences in till
rheology or strain responses to stress.
Benn and Evans observed that tapering flutes were composed of a stiff, nondilatant till, which may result in a lower contrast between the viscosity of the ice and till
(Benn, 1994). Therefore, cavities in the basal ice may close up down glacier due to flow
of the ice, leading to the gradual termination of the flute. On the other hand, parallel-sided
flutes are composed of weak, dilatant till, which is able to deform more readily than the
ice. Consequently, pressure differences within the cavity are maintained by the flow of till
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and, as a result, cavity closure is prevented and the flute can extend down glacier towards
the margin.

2.7 Summary
Increasing accessibility to mountain glacier forefields and improvement in field
techniques have led to the continued refinement of hypotheses about the formation of
subglacial flutes. The most widely accepted model of flute formation is Boulton’s
sediment deformation model, which has been widely verified by clast macrofabrics (e.g.
Boulton, 1976; Van der Meer, 1996; Eklund and Hart, 1996; Benn and Evans, 1996; Hart,
2006; Evans et al, 2010). A modification o f this theory, that may be applicable at certain
sites (e.g. Eklund and Hart, 1996), recognizes that, after flowing into lee-side cavities, the
sediment may freeze and adhere to the basal ice, either due to the decrease in pressure
from the surrounding ice or as a result of the flute passing into the zone of cold-based ice
at the snout of the glacier (Hoppe and Schytt, 1953; Eklund and Hart, 1996).
Alternatively some researchers have interpreted herringbone fabric patterns in the
flutes sediments to result from strain patterns within the basal ice, rather than within the
basal sediment. Gordon et al. (1992) suggest that flutes are formed by the deposition of
longitudinal thickenings of basal debris, created by streaming of basal ice around
obstacles lodged in the substrate. However, Rose (1989) suggests that lodged boulders
could cause transverse stresses in the basal ice, initiating a cork-screw like spiral flow in
the ice which would remove sediment from troughs at the flute margin and deposit it in
ridges at the flute crest (Rose, 1989; 1992; Schoof and Clarke, 2008). Although these
depositional models have been largely discredited by Benn(1994) who observed that
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flutes with converging fabric patterns had striae on boulders embedded in the flute
surface that recorded ice flow parallel to the flute axis (Benn, 1994), they may still be
plausible under cold based margins (Boulton, 1976).
Most early studies however interpreted flutes as erosional features, resulting from
the scour of previously deposited till surfaces by boulders embedded in the glacier sole
(Kautsky, 1953; Strom, 1963) or a cuspate glacier sole (Ray, 1935), or, less plausibly, by
subglacial meltwater streams (Richter, 1936). Flutes may also be the erosional remnants
of a previously deposited till surface, preserved in the lee of protective boulders (Gilbert,
1904; German et al., 1979) or outcrops of bedrock.
It is plausible that many or all of these hypotheses are valid at individual sites,
since fluting may originate from a variety or combination of processes. The flutings on
the forefield of Castle Creek glacier present a wide range of forms and investigation of
these diverse features will be used to examine the applicability of these theories to
specific examples within the forefield.
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Chapter 3: Study Area and Geomorphic Mapping

3.1 Introduction
Castle Creek Glacier is located in the Cariboo Mountains of British Columbia at
approximately 53° 20’N., 120° 240’W. (Figure 3-1) The glacier is fed from an icefield to
the west and sits in a cirque between ca. 2700 and 1850 m above sea level. From here it
flows north eastwards and, at present, has an area of ca. 9.4 km , ranging in elevation
from 1,810 to 2,827 m. The deglaciated forefield covers approximately 3.7 km and its
surface mainly consists of a deformable till sheet, with intervening outcrops of bedrock,
which have been exposed and polished by glacial abrasion. In addition there are areas of
alluvial or glacio-fluvial deposits. The forefield is divided by a ridge of exposed bedrock
into two distinct sections: an upper and lower forefield.
The bedrock at Castle Creek is composed of sedimentary rocks of the
Neoproterozoic Windermere Supergroup (WSG) that crop out in the North American
Cordillera for almost 4000 km from north-western Mexico to the Yukon-Alaska border
region (Ross et al., 1989; Link et al., 1993). At Castle Creek, the WSG strata comprise a
2.5 km thick sequence which outcrops on the vertically dipping limb of a southwestplunging fold. The succession consists of two lithological units: the 800 m thick,
sandstone dominated, upper Kaza Group overlain by the 1600 m thick, mudstone-rich,
lower Issac Formation (Schwarz et al., 2007).
A vast array of interesting glacial and glacio-fluvial features can be observed on
the Castle Creek forefield. The most prominent are groupings of parallel ‘flute-like’
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lineations, some of which display a curvilinear pattern, and a series of annual push
moraines that are oriented perpendicular to the flutes and mark the retreat of the glacier
up-valley.
A detailed geomorphic map of the forefield was created in order to examine the
distribution of flutes, their field relationships and their relationships to other features on
the forefield. The length, width and spacing between flutes were measured from this map.
Additionally, the orientation and curvature of the flutes were examined. Although there is
a range of features on the forefield, including glacial, fluvial and glacio-fluvial features,
the detailed mapping concentrated on the small-scale fluted till features that are the focus
of this study.

Figure 3-1 Google Earth image of the Castle Creek forefield (2005)
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3.2 Developing the Geomorphic map
Prior to field investigations o f the Castle Creek forefield, the forefield was
examined using a set of stereoscopic 2005 colour air photographs provided by Rod Smith
of GSC via Brian Menounos of UNBC. Some preliminary mapping was done from these
aerial photographs and a number of interesting observations were made. Firstly it appears
that the flutes vary in length and width in different areas of the forefield, sometimes
reaching great lengths. Some flutes occur in parallel groupings, whereas others occur
singularly. There are variations in the size and spacing between flutes and some flutes
display a parallel through curvilinear pattern, mimicking former ice flow direction down
valley.
Detailed geomorphic mapping of the forefield was carried out using the
photogrammetric mapping facilities at the University of Northern British Columbia
(UNBC) in Prince George. Mapping was undertaken using the VR Mapping
photogrammetry software. This system has several components which allowed features to
be mapped directly on to a 3-dimensional stereo model of the forefield. The stereo model
was built in the VR two program using aerial triangulation. The VRorient component was
used to orient a pair of aerial photos of the forefield using information from an exterior
orientation file that contained information about the position of the camera, to detemiine
the orientation of the air photos. The 2005 colour air photographs (photo numbers
30BCC05111 055 and 056) were selected because these were the highest resolution (1:5
000) images available covering the area. Stereo viewing o f the model was achieved by
viewing the model through both polarised lenses and a polarised screen. This allowed the
model to be viewed in 3-D. The software’s roaming feature allowed the forefield to be
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viewed at a range o f scales by zooming in and out of the model. This allowed sufficient
magnification of the forefield to identify individual large boulders of approximately 0.5 m
in size. In addition the orient program maintains absolute orientation, creating an
extremely accurate 3-D model, which can provide exact coordinates and elevation of
individual features on the forefield.
Selected features were manually digitised using VR one, a vector collection and
editing program. These features included flutes, large boulders, annual moraines, the
glacier trim line, meltwater channels and the ice front position. The focus of the mapping
was on small scale glacial geomorphic features, mainly moraines and flutes. Therefore
some areas of the forefield are mapped in more detail than others. Moraines and flutes
were mapped by marking the crests with a single line, with points spaced approximately 1
m apart on the ground. The areas of larger, terminal moraines were outlined. In addition,
large areas of till and bedrock were outlined. The 3-D coordinates of every point mapped
by VR one are retained by the software providing location and elevation data for each
feature. This allows accurate measurements to be made from the map, including length
and width of features and average spacing between features.
A preliminary map (Figure 3-2) was prepared from this exercise and taken into the
field. The map was constructed from three layers which were imported into Arc Map
software: a digitally rectified 2005 colour air photo of the forefield, a digital elevation
model (DEM) of the forefield, and the line and shape files, showing the landforms,
created by the mapping using VR two. The DEM was developed by UNBC from the
aerial photography and was used to create a hill shade layer over which the air photo was
draped in order to give the photo a 3D appearance. The line and shape files, showing the
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landforms, were superimposed on to the air photo. This provisional map was used in the
field to check the features mapped and ensure the accuracy of the map. Any modifications
were subsequently included in the final map which is reproduced as Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-2 Preliminary map based on air photo interpretation developed in the VR software from three layers. Vector lines and polygons (coloured lines) from the VR
mapping overlie a digitally rectified air photo, which is draped over a hill shade to give the map a 3-D appearance. Moraines are marked in yellow, flutes are in red.
Areas of thick till covering are outlined in dark blue, and hydrography is marked in bright blue. Scale is the same as the map below (Fig. 3-3).
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3.3 Landform distribution
The array of glacial and fluvio-glacial features in the forefield provides evidence
of the glacial history of the area. Some dating of these features has previously been
carried out using dendrogeomorphology and lichenometry, allowing a glacial chronology
of the area to be developed (Luckman, personal communication). During the Little Ice
Age (LIA) Castle Creek Glacier advanced north eastwards out of a tributary valley to abut
against the eastern slope of an unnamed peak. A well developed trim line marks this
former eastern extent of ice. At this point the glacier occupied the low divide that
separates the present south flowing drainage of Castle Creek from northward flowing
drainage to On-Off Lake and the valley downstream. Therefore the glacier has two
different terminal moraine systems that are linked by the terminal/lateral moraine against
the eastern valley side (Figure 3-1). A northern terminal moraine crosses the southern end
of On-Off Lake and the southern terminal moraine is located in the gorge of Castle Creek,
down valley.
Well developed lateral moraines flank the main glacier tongue, marking the
former height of ice against the valley sides. Dating of the terminal and lateral moraines
using dendrochronology and lichenometry indicates the northern and southern terminal
moraines were formed ca. 1880-1900 A.D. (Luckman, personal communication). This
indicates that the last major advance of ice over the forefield occurred during the Little
Ice Age (LIA).
A large bedrock ridge runs across the main valley from north-north-west to southsouth-east and divides the forefield into two distinct sections: the upper forefield, to the
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west and the lower forefield to the east. In discussion of the Castle Creek forefield, this
division is used to demarcate three distinct geographical and morphological regions
(Figure 3-4), namely:
1. Ice marginal area
2. North Western forefield
3. Lower forefield
Each of these areas is discussed in detail below.
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Figure 3-4 the major divisions of the Castle Creek Glacier forefield
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3.3.1 Ice marginal area
This region of the forefield consists of the area from the current glacial margin to
Camp Stream (Figure 3-5). This area has a low down-valley gradient and also rises
gradually upslope towards the trimline on the western valley side. Aerial photography
from 1952 indicates that the glacier terminus was at the present junction of Camp and
Castle Creeks and therefore this region contains the most recent and ‘freshest’ glacial
deposits. The most impressive of these is a series of annual push moraines developed on a
thick till sheet in the valley floor (Beedle et al., 2009). The area extending upslope to the
west of Castle Creek has been strongly modified by proglacial drainage, resulting in a
series of lateral channels and terraces that approximately parallel former ice margins and
cut across the slope towards the lateral moraine. The surface material in this area is a
mixture o f thick till, gravel deposits in the bottom of deep palaeo-channels, thinner till,
kame terraces, outwash and bedrock in some of the channels. Little detailed mapping was
carried out in this area because of the relative paucity of flutes. The annual push moraines
were mapped in detail by Beedle et al. (2009) and are discussed below.
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Figure 3-5 Geomorphic map of the Ice proximal area
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3.3.1.1 Annual push moraines
Some of the most impressive and distinctive features of the Castle Creek forefield are
the series of annual push moraines in the ice marginal area. These are formed close to the
current glacier margin on a very well defined, thick deformable till sheet that extends
downvalley from the present glacier. These features have been studied by Beedle et al.
(2009) and vary in height from 0.07 -1 .1 0 m (average 0.33 m) and width from 0.61 4.39 m (average 1.90 m).
Annual push moraines are formed by the winter readvance of ice pushing up a ridge
of debris and their position indicates the maximum extent of ice at the end of the winter
accumulation season (Bennett, 2001). Net recession of the ice in the following year
preserves the ridge, forming an annual moraine. A continuous sequence of moraines, such
as this one, requires that winter readvance is less than snout recession in the previous
ablation season, thus preserving the moraine from the previous year. Beedle et al. (2009)
dated the formation of these moraines from 1959 to 2007, based on counting moraines
between dated ice fronts determined from aerial photography. This provides the longest,
annually-resolved record of glacier front recession for a North American glacier (Beedle
et al., 2009).
Beedle et al. (2009) report that Castle Creek glacier receded 701 m between 1959 and
2007, with an average rate of recession o f 14.3 m a'1and a minimum rate of 3 to 4 ma"1 in
the mid to late 1970s. The greatest rates o f recession occurred in the early 1990s, when
recession rates exceeded 40 m a'1(Beedle et al., 2009).
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The best preserved, continuous, moraines are located on the thick till sheet. However
fragments of annual moraine can be seen on thicker sections of till between
palaeochannels west of Castle Creek, but these are relatively short and have been
dissected by melt water streams. There is a well defined trim line that marks the
maximum lateral extent of ice on the western valley side. There are some small fragments
o f moraine running parallel to this trim line which are probably sections of lateral
moraine that has been degraded over time due to slope action causing the moraine to
collapse or overridden by scree coming down the valley side and destroying the moraine.
3.3.1.2 Till sheet
The snout of the glacier rests on a well defined, low relief till sheet that stream
sections indicate is at least 4 meters thick (Figure 3-6). Apart from its position in the
centre of the valley there is no obvious explanation of why the till is so thick in this area,
compared to other areas of the forefield.
This till sheet can be divided into two sections separated by an area of braided
outwash. The overall relief of the till sheet is subdued and relatively low although the
southern section is thicker and slopes gently upwards towards the glacier snout. The
northern section is almost flat by comparison. The thinner, northern section of the till
sheet possibly fills a deeper channel section of the valley. The thicker, southern section
may represent a former moraine ridge that was overridden by the glacier during the LIA
advance, plastering the till from the moraine ridge in a sheet. The till sheet is largely
undissected by fluvial erosion, preserving the annual moraine sequence.
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The main drainage is from the west side of the glacier and runs down the western side
of the till sheet with a smaller stream running down the eastern side. The two streams
converge in a small braided outwash plain part way down the till sheet and continue down
valley on the west side of the till sheet. This main channel joins Camp Creek, turns
eastwards and then descends in a rock gorge to the lower forefield.

Figure 3-6 Photograph showing the 2010 glacial snout, resting on the thick till sheet. The annual moraine
sequence extends across the till sheet from Castle Creek ( bottom right) to the glacier front, The main drainage
channel from the glacier runs down the north side of the till sheet. Several of the deep, former ice marginal,
paleo-channels can be seen cut into the flanking valley side north (right) of the Creek.

3.3.1.3 Palaeo-Channels
The area of palaeo-channels north of the thick till sheet was not mapped in detail. In
places the thin covering of till has been highly modified by fluvial action. Deep palaeochannels dissect the till sheet with gravel spreads in the channel floors. These channels
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provide evidence of former meltwater streams, at or close to the north glacier margin that
have shifted down slope as the glacier has thinned and receded. This has resulted in a
mixed surface covering in this region of the forefield. There are some patches of
relatively thick till, separated by deep palaeo-channels floored with coarse gravels. Some
areas have a thinner covering of till, that may be overlain by finer outwash deposits
adjacent to the current streams in the area. In addition there are exposures of bedrock
which have no covering of till.

3.3.2 North Western forefield
This region of the forefield lies between the Camp Stream, the northern bedrock
ridge and the western lateral moraine (Figure 3-7). The ground rises to both the bedrock
ridge downglacier and the lateral moraine against the valley side. At the LIA maximum
the eastward flowing glacier spilled over the bedrock ridge to the lower forefield. The
bounding north lateral/ terminal moraine in places is a series of well developed ridges, cut
by former melt water channels draining away from the glacier. However, this lateral
moraine is poorly defined after it crosses the ridge and extends down the steep slope to
On-Off Lake.
The surface covering in this area is for the most part a thin till with outwash gravel
spreads and kame terraces from the lateral drainage. In addition there are some areas of
outwash and exposed bedrock. At lower elevations towards the centre of the valley there
are also some sections with a thicker till cover which have been cut by former streams,
creating deep palaeo-channels. These are, however, not as well developed as the features
in the south western forefield.
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Figure 3-7 Geomorphic map of the North Western forefield
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3.3.2.1 Flutings in the North Western Forefield
There is a prominent area of large linear, flutes (Flute group A) in this area of the
forefield (Figure 3-8). These are oriented generally northward and cover an area of
approximately 200 by 400 m. The flutes here are more closely spaced than in other
regions of the forefield and appear shorter and narrower. Additionally, it can be noted that
there are commonly boulders at their ice proximal end and mostly occur on a reverse
slope rising towards the bedrock ridge.
The northeast part of this area, where the extension of bedrock ridge is partially
till covered, small northwest to southeast-trending bedrock ridges protrude from the till
cover. Isolated higher parts of these bedrock ridges form the headward part of small flute
like lineations oriented at right-angles to the bedrock. These are similar in form to the
adjacent tapering flutes, but shorter and narrower than the flutes in other regions of the
forefield. However they have bedrock, rather than boulders at their ice proximal ends.
They somewhat resemble small-scale crag and tail features, with the bedrock ridges or
‘crags’ aligned from northwest to southeast and the ‘tails’ extending from them, oriented
generally in a north easterly direction.
The location and size of these crag and tail features is strongly controlled by the
morphology and fragmentation of the bedrock outcrops, possibly related to the
exploitation of joints transverse to the ridges. Where a longer outcrop of bedrock is
present, two flutes may develop closely spaced side by side. These crag and tail like
features are few in number on the Castle Creek forefield, and are limited to this small
area, where linear outcrops of bedrock are aligned roughly perpendicular to the former
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direction of ice flow.

Figure 3-8 Photograph of tapering flutes (shown by the dashed lines)

The north-western extent of ice in this area is marked by a conspicuous, well
developed terminal moraine, which can be traced down-slope towards ‘On-Off Lake’, and
up-ice toward the trim line, marking the western extent of ice up the valley side. Trees
growing on the terminal moraine ridge have inner-most ring dates of 1883, 1886 and
1890 and at one locality, where it merges with an older moraine, there is a large spruce
dating to 1822 on the crest (Luckman, Personal communication).
Some fragments of lateral moraine can be traced on the western trim line, which have
a scattered tree covering. One of these trees had an inner-most ring date of 1901 however
most of the trees are much younger. Lichen diameters of 80-100 mm on some of the
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smaller fragments of moraine suggest that these moraines could considerably pre-date the
main moraine ridges.
Downslope of the lateral moraines and trimline there are several moraines and
moraine fragments. The most continuous moraine features in this area are a tightly spaced
grouping of three annual moraines that intersect and run transverse to the grouping of
tapering flutes. An interesting point to note about these moraines is their great length;
many of the moraines in this area are over 200 m in length. This is possibly due to the
lack of subsequent fluvial erosion.

3.3.3 Lower Forefield (Figure 3-9)
The lower forefield is separated from the upper forefield by the large bedrock area
which extends north-west to south-east across the forefield. North of Castle Creek this is
a high bedrock ridge separating the upper and lower forefields and it decreases in
elevation south eastwards to the point where it is crossed by Castle Creek in a waterfall.
South of the creek, and downvalley, this lineation continues as a series of cliffs that drop
to the east, forming the west flank of the Castle Creek valley. The lower forefield may be
divided into two parts separated by the low, gentle irregular hydrologic divide between
drainage that flows north to On-Off Lake and south into Castle Creek. The flute patterns
in this region, (Flute Group B, Figure 3-9) indicate that, after the glacier crossed the
present position of Castle Creek, it fanned out with one lobe extending northwards across
the hydrologic divide towards ‘On-Off Lake’ and the main lobe flowing southwards down
the Castle Creek valley. Detailed mapping was carried out of the area from the terminal
moraine at On-Off Lake to the group of tapering flutes, south of the hydrologic divide
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(Flute group C, Figure 3-9). The continuation of the valley southwards to the terminal
moraine is dominated by fluvial and mass wasting landforms and was not mapped in
detail.
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3.3.3.1 The Hydrologic divide and On-Off Lake
The hydrologic divide has very low relief and the forefield slopes gently northwards
down to On-Off Lake which is approximately 10 meters lower and ca 500 meters from
the hydrologic divide. On-Off Lake presently receives minimal drainage from the
forefield area but during the Little Ice Age (LIA), it received glacial runoff for those time
periods when the glacier approached or crossed the hydrologic divide (Maurer et al,
submitted).
South of the divide the gently irregular topography contains a number of small,
shallow surface ponds, connected by a network of small shallow streams that ultimately
flow southwards into Castle Creek. One of these lakes is slightly deeper and appears to
have been formed as a shallow kettle hole.
3.3.3.2 Flutes
The lower forefield contains a spectacular series of flutes that fan out from Castle
Creek towards the eastern valley side (Flute Group B). Their orientation ranges from
southeast in the southern part of the lower forefield to a northerly direction in the northern
part, towards On-Off Lake (Figure 3-10). Some of the flutes also display a slight
curvature, presumably reflecting glacier flow, as the ice turned upslope towards the
hydrologic divide and crossed into the On-Off Lake drainage. The flutes in this region are
longer and wider in comparison to flutes in the upper region of the forefield. In addition,
there do not appear to be boulders at the up-glacier end of any of the flutes in this area.
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There is a small cluster of flutes in the southern part of the lower forefield (Flute
Group C). These are formed on a higher bench area against the eastern valley side, where
the upslope gradient is greater. The flutes here are fewer in number and more widely
spaced. They are also shorter, narrower and for the most part have boulders or clusters of
boulders at their up-glacier ends. They are more similar to the flutes in the upper region
of the forefield than the adjacent flutes in the lower region. It is interesting to note that
these flutes extend up-slope.

Figure 3-10 Photograph showing flutes oriented northwards towards ’On-Off Lake’ and annual push moraines,
formed a right angles to the flutes, marking the retreat of the glacier up-valley. The LIA terminal moraine can
be seen crossing the southern end of the lake

3. 3 . 3 .3

Moraines

To the north of the hydrologic divide, towards On-Off Lake, there are a series of
annual push moraines in the main valley floor. These are relatively widely spaced,
averaging ca. 14.3 meters apart (Figure 3-10). These extend perpendicular to the flutes
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and in some cases are clearly superimposed on top of the flutes, indicating that moraine
formation post-dated that of the flutes.
A terminal moraine crosses the southern end of On-Off Lake, probably marking the
northern extent of ice in the area during the LIA. This moraine continues southwards,
ascending gradually up the eastern valley side as a lateral moraine and later continuing as
a well defined trim line. A scattered tree cover, of young spruce and fir, growing on the
moraine have inner ring dates between 1890 and 1900 (Luckman personal
communication).

3.3.3.4 Southern Terminal Zone
The southern extent of ice in the area terminated as two separate lobes (Figure 3-11).
This area was not mapped in detail. The western lobe advanced into forest and the main
lobe terminated at a rock ridge and gorge. The western lobes formed three moraine ridges.
On the western bank of the river lichen cover on the rocks on the moraines indicates that
the two outermost moraines are much older than the innermost moraines and may predate
the moraine of the eastern lobe.
East of the main lobe the valley side trimline descends southwards from the divide
and Flute group C towards the former southern glacier terminus in the lower gorge of
Castle Creek. Just above this terminal area a very well marked lateral moraine segment
1.5-2 m high is built against the eastern valley side and rises gradually northwards. This
lateral moraine is composed mostly of boulders, and cores from the large spruce and fir
trees growing on the moraine have earliest dates of 1902 and 1905 (Luckman, Personal
communication). However because this site is generally wetter and ca 150 m lower than
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the northern moraines, it is possible that ecesis is shorter at this more sheltered site and
this moraine is of similar age to that of the northern lobe.

Figure 3-11 Aerial photo showing the southern terminal zone (2005)
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Chapter 4: Flute Morphology
4.1 Introduction
The geomorphic mapping, detailed in the previous chapter, revealed that the
Castle Creek forefield contains a number of flute-like features. Observations of the flutes
from aerial photographs and the resulting geomorphic map indicates that the flutes have
differing morphologies and that flutes of different morphologies exist in different areas of
the forefield.
In this chapter, the morphological characteristics of the fluted landforms were
examined at two levels. Summary data on flute length, height and spacing for selected
areas of the forefield were determined from the map using the measuring tool in ArcGIS.
Secondly, selected examples of flutes were investigated in detail in the field. These
investigations will describe and categorise the morphological differences in the flutes
present on the Castle Creek forefield and be used to examine possible locational controls
on flute formation.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Map measurements:
The previous chapter discussed the development of a geomorphic map of the Castle
Creek forefield and contains considerable detail of the small scale glaciogenic landforms.
Data were collected using the VR one tool during the photogrammetric mapping and
stored in Arc map. These data can be used to develop measurements of the features on the
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forefield. The measuring tool in Arc map was used to determine the length, width, height
and spacing of flutes in each flute group. The high photographic resolution and
georeferencing of the data results in a positional measurement precision of +/- 0.5 m and
the measuring tool has an accuracy of 10‘6 m.

4.2.2 Field profiling:
After investigating these features in the field, seven flutes were selected for survey in
order to create long and cross profiles. The cross profiles were selected at points along the
flute to best represent the overall changes in the cross-sectional shape of the flute. Field
measurement was carried out on two tapering flutes from group A in the upper forefield;
two crag and tail features in the north east comer of the upper forefield; two of the longer
flutes on the lower forefield (Group B); and one flute from group C on the lower
forefield. The profiles were constructed by measuring the horizontal distance between
selected points along the length of the feature, using a measuring tape. The angle of the
slope between survey points was measured using a handheld clinometer. These studies
were planned to provide a more detailed morphology of each of the different types of
flutes. Aerial plans of the surveyed flutes and the profile data are shown below, along
with descriptions of each feature.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Mapping measurements:
Flutes can be observed in 2 main areas of the forefield; the North Western
forefield (flute group A), running towards the northern terminal; and the lower forefield
(flute group B), extending towards the northern terminal at On-Off Lake. There is also a
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small group of tapering flutes in the south west of the lower forefield (flute group C) and
a group of flutes related to bedrock ridges in the north east of the upper forefield (Crag
and tail features). These are identified on the geomorphic maps as Figures 3-7, 3-8 and 39. In the following section, the characteristics of the flutes in each of the groups will be
described based on measurements made from the map.
4.3.1.1 Flute Group A
Flute group A is located ca. 800 meters to the north of the present ice margin
(Figure 3-7 and Figure 4-1). This group contains the greatest number of flutes of any of
the groups, with 180 flutes densely spaced within an area of approximately 82,000 m .
The spacing between flutes averages 4 m. They are generally oriented north-south,
consistent with former ice flow across the area, which moved upslope towards the
northern terminus. The most notable feature of the flutes in this group is that they
commonly have boulders at their ice proximal ends. Boulders can be identified on the
aerial photographs at the upslope end of 85 of the 180 flutes. These flutes are quite short
in comparison with the flutes on the lower forefield, ranging in length from 2.8 m to 62.8
m, with an average length of 19.5 m (Figure 4-2). They are also quite narrow, averaging
2.9 m in width at the widest part of the flute.
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Figure 4-1 Aerial photo (2005) showing flute group A. The approximate location of the cross section in figure 4-2
is shown by the dashed red line and the location of flutes that were profiled in this area (flute 1 and 6) are
marked with stars.

The flutes are divided into two groups separated by a series of long annual push
moraines. It is interesting to note that on the lower forefield, annual moraines are
superimposed on top of the flutes however in this area the flutes and moraines appear to
have formed in distinct areas. A cross section taken through the flute group (Figure 4-3)
reveals a relationship between the topography and the distribution of these landforms.
The southern group of flutes has formed on a relatively steep opposing gradient of ca.
8.9°. About 125 m upslope from the initiation of the southern group of flutes there is a
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flatter area, ca. 20 m wide. The flutes terminate at this break in slope and the series of
four long annual push moraines have formed on this flatter area. The northern group of
flutes are formed on a gently down sloping area, down ice of these features. It is
interesting to note that the group of flutes formed south of the moraines, though initiated
at different positions on the slope, all terminate upslope at approximately the same
elevation, where the slope breaks.

Figure 4-2 histograms of the length and width of flutes in group A on the upper forefield (Vertical axis
represents frequency)
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D istance (m )

Figure 4-3 Cross section across the terrain occupied by flute Group A showing the position of the two groups of
flutings on the cross section. The location of this cross section is shown on Figure 4-3

4.3.1.2 Flute Group B
Flute group B (Figure 4-5) is located on the lower forefield. These flutes were
formed after the ice passed over the bedrock ridge and spread out across the lower
forefield. The group is separated by the hydrologic divide into two groups; flutes north of
the divide were formed by ice flowing northwards towards On-Off Lake, whereas the
flutes south of the divide were formed by ice moving eastwards across the lower forefield
and pushing against the eastern valley side. This is reflected in the radial pattern
displayed by the flutes. Additionally some of the flutes moving north towards On-Off
Lake display curvature, reflecting former ice flow as it curved northwards towards OnO ff Lake (Figure 4-6).
The flutes in this group are fairly long, ranging in length from 6 m to 274 m and,
averaging 47.9 m and are quite wide, averaging 4.9 meters (Figure 4-4). The flutes on the
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lower forefield are significantly longer and wider than flutes on the lower forefield (at a
95% confidence level). Additionally the flutes in this area display a wider range of widths
and lengths the flutes on the upper forefield. The flutes are less densely spaced than the
flutes on the upper forefield; the 103 flutes occupy an area of ca. 150,000 m .
The spacing of flutes in this group is not very regular and most of the flutes are
clustered in tightly spaced, parallel groups. Many of the flutes in this area are overlain by
annual moraines. This contrasts with the flutes in group A in the upper forefield, which
are intersected rather than overlain by the annual moraines.
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Figure 4-5 Photograph showing flutes, north of the hydrologic divide, in group B. Flutes are seen curving down
valley towards On-Off Lake.
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Figure 4-6 Aerial photo showing flute group B (2005). The approximate hydrologic divide is shown by the red dashed line and the locations of the surveyed flutes (2 and
3) are marked with stars.
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4.3.1.3 Flute Group C
Flute group C in located in the south east of the forefield, and is approximately 20
m higher than the area where flutes are initiated in flute group B. The flutes are oriented
south eastwards. There are only 4 flutes in this group and they are not as densely spaced
as the other flute groups covering an area of 1700 m . The flutes here are shorter than the
flutes on the lower forefield, averaging 14.9 m in length and 4.2 m in width. They appear
similar in form to the flutes on the upper forefield (group A), than the other flutes on the
lower forefield (group B) and, like the flutes in group A, they all have boulders at their
up-glacier ends.
Table 4-1: Length and width of flutes in group C. The mean is shown in bold.
L E N G T H (m )

W ID T H (m )

7.24

4.13

10.92

4.18

19.04

4.7 0

22.35

3.79

14.89

4.20

4.3.1.4 Crag and Tail Features
The crag and tail features are located in the north east upper forefield. They are
similar in length and width to the adjacent flutes in group A, varying from 12.4 to 37 m in
length and 2.7 to 4.9 m in width. However, unlike the flutes in group A, linear bedrock
outcrops orientated at right angles to the direction of former ice flow are found at their
proximal ends. In this way they appear to be small-scale crag and tail features. The crag
and tail features are few in number on the Castle Creek forefield, with 6 features in an
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area of 4,870 m2. The crag and tail features are limited to this small area, where bedrock
ridges are perpendicular to the former direction of ice flow. The bedrock ridges or ‘crags’
align northwest to southeast and the ‘tails’ extend from them, oriented generally in a
north eastern direction.
Table 4-2 Length and width of Crag and Tail features. The mean is shown in bold.
L E N G T H (m )

W ID T H (m )

12.70

2.95

12.41

2.68

13.21

2.78

18.32

4.82

15.40

4.75

37.05

4.94

18.18

3.82

4.3.2 Field measurements:
After investigating these features in the field, seven flutes were selected for
surveying in order to create long and cross profiles. Cross sections were located at points
along the flute that best represented the overall changes in cross-sectional shape. Field
measurement was carried out on two tapering flutes from group A in the upper forefield;
two crag and tail features in the north east comer of the upper forefield; two of the longer
flutes on the lower forefield (Group B); and one flute from group C on the lower
forefield. These studies were planned to provide a more detailed morphology of each of
the different types of flutes. Aerial plans o f the surveyed flutes and the profile data are
shown below, along with descriptions of each feature. The locations of the flutes that
were surveyed are shown in Figures 4.1 (Group A), 4.6 (Group B), 3.9 (Group C and 3.7
(Crag and tails).
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From the aerial photographs (Figure 4-6) and oblique photos taken from higher
ground adjacent to the forefield the parallel-sided flutes in group B, are the most
prominent and distinctive flutings on the forefield. However, on the ground these flutings
are quite subtle and poorly developed, obtaining heights of no more than one meter. They
are mainly distinguishable by lines o f low shrubby vegetation growing in the troughs
between the flutes. As a result of the rounded cross sectional profile of the flute, water
drains off the raised surface into the troughs, providing a moister environment than the
flute crest, thereby favouring vegetation growth in the troughs, not on the flute surface.
4.3.2.1 Flute 1: (Tapering)
Flute 1 (Figure 4-7) is in group A, located on the upper forefield (Figure 3-7) and
is oriented in a NNW direction and is formed on a relatively flat area north of the annual
push moraines. It is 32 meters long and has a boulder at its up-glacier end. The profiles of
the flute show that it decreases gradually in elevation relative to adjacent surface with
distance down flute, from 3 m at the up-glacier end of the flute, to 1 m at the downglacier end of the flute. The width of the flute also decreases down flute, from ca 5.5 m at
the upper end of the flute to 3 m at the end of the flute. This gives the flute the appearance
of tapering towards the down glacier end. The initiating boulder of the flute is 2.2 m in
width, 2.2 m in length and has an exposed height of 1.2 m, although it is lodged in the till,
so may be larger beneath the surface.
4.3.2.2 Flute 2: (Parallel-sided)
Flute 2 (Figure 4-8) is located on the lower forefield and is part of flute group B. It
is longer than the flutings on the upper forefield, with a length of 65 m and unlike the
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flutes on the upper forefield it does not have a boulder at its up-glacier end. Also it has
parallel sides, maintaining a constant width and height, rather than tapering with distance
down flute like the flutes in the upper forefield. The width of flute 2 averages 3 meters
and it has an average elevation above the adjacent surface of 1.8 meters. The flute is
formed on a gentle upslope (0.04) and merges into the slope, lacking a clearly defined
end.
4.3.2.3 Flute 3: (Parallel-sided)
Flute 3 (Figure 4-9) is located on the lower forefield and is in the same group as
flute 2 (group B). It is similar in morphology to flute 2, in that it has parallel sides and
maintains a constant width and height with distance down flute. However, unlike flute 2,
flute 3 has a boulder at its ice proximal end. This boulder is of similar width to the flute,
but appears to be lodged in the substrate and does not have much elevation above the
surface. The flute is 74.8 m in length, has an average width of 4.8 m and an average
height of 0.9 meters above the surrounding terrain. Flute 3 is formed at a lower elevation
than flute 3 and does not rise as much upslope. Like flute 2, flute 3 does not have a
clearly defined end, it merges with the slope.
4.3.2.4 Flute 4: (Tapering)
Flute 4 (Figure 4-10) is located in the southern part of the lower forefield, but on
the relatively steep (gradient ca. 5°) upslope section of a knoll rising above the flutes of
group B in the lower forefield. It is part o f flute group C and oriented in a north easterly
direction. It has similar morphology to flutes 1 and 6, with a large boulder at its up-glacier
end and tapers in height and width towards the down glacier end of the flute. Flute 4 is
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the shortest flute that was sampled, with a length of only 3.65 m. The flute decreases in
width from 3.7 m near the proximal end of the flute to 1.7 m near the down ice end of the
flute. The height of the flute decreases from 2 m at the up-ice end of the flute to 0.5 m at
the down-ice end of the flute.
4.3.2.5 Flute 6: (Tapering)
Flute 6 (Figure 4-11) is located in the upper forefield in group A, adjacent to Flute
1 on a gentle downslope. It is similar in morphology to flute 1 with a boulder at its up
glacier end and tapering in width and elevation down flute. Flute 6 is 14.2 m long, shorter
than flute 1, and decreases in height from 0.9 m at the top of the flute to 0.3 m at the
down ice end of the flute. The change in width of the flute is less pronounced than flute 1,
decreasing from 4.25 m at the top of the flute to 3.45 m at the down ice end.
4.3.2.6 Crag and Tail 1:
CT1 (Figure 4-12)is part of a small group of lineations in the north east of the
upper forefield (Figure 3-7) which are initiated at linear outcrops of bedrock orientated
perpendicular to the former ice flow direction. CT1 is formed on an upward slope and is
21 meters long and, like the adjacent flutes, on the upper forefield, it tapers down flute,
becoming shorter and narrower. The width decreases from 6.5 m to 4.85 m and the height
above the adjacent surface decreases from 2 m to 0.5 m over the same distance
4.3.2.7 Crag and Tail 2 and 3:
CT2 and 3 (Figure 4-13) are located adjacent to CT1. They are similar in
morphology and taper towards their distal ends. The headward bedrock outcrop is 23.8m
wide and much longer than that of CT1. The length and shape of the bedrock outcrop has
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allowed two adjacent features to develop running parallel to one another. CT3 is slightly
longer than CT2; CT3 has a length of 28.8 m while, CT2 has a length of 26.5 m. Also
CT3 Is wider than CT2 tapering from 11.7 m to 8.75 m compared with 9.35 m to 6.4 m
for CT2. CT3 forms on a downward slope and has a very bouldery surface in comparison
with the other flutes.

s
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Figure 4-7 Plan, long and cross profiles of Flute 1. Heights are based on an arbitrary datum at the first point on
each individual long profile or cross section. Photograph is taken from the east side of the flute, looking west.
Flute 1 is part of group A (Figure 4-3) on the upper forefield. Sketch dimensions are approximate.
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Figure 4-8 Plan, long and cross profiles of Flute 2. Heights are based on an arbitrary datum at the first point on each
individual long profile or cross section. Photograph is taken from the end of the flute (north east) looking down towards
the ice proximal end. Flute 2 is part of group C (Figure 3- 9) on the lower forefield. Sketch dimensions are approximate.
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Cross Profile - Points (11 m>

Figure 4-9 Plan, long and cross profiles of Flute 3. Heights are based on an arbitrary datum at the first point on each
individual long profile or cross section. Photograph is taken from the top of the flute looking down towards the ice
proximal end. Flute 3 is part of group B (Figure 4-5) on the lower forefield. Sketch dimensions are approximate.
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Figure 4-10 Plan, long and cross profiles of Flute 4. Heights are based on an arbitrary datum at the first point on
each individual long profile or cross section. Photograph is taken from the south of the flute, behind the boulder.
Flute 4 is part of group D (Figure 3-7) on the lower forefield. Sketch dimensions are approximate.
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Long Profile - Flute 6

Distance (mi

Figure 4-11 Plan, long and cross profiles of Flute 6. Heights are based on an arbitrary datum at the first point on
each individual long profile or cross section. Photograph is taken from the east side of the flute, looking west.
Flute 6 is part of group A (Figure 4-3) on the lower forefield. Sketch dimensions are approximate.
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Figure 4-12 Plan, long and cross profiles of CT1. Heights are based on an arbitrary datum at the first point on
each individual long profile or cross section. Photograph is taken from the top of the tail looking down towards
the ice proximal end. CT1 is part of group of crag and tail features (Figure 3-9) in the upper forefield. Sketch
dimensions are approximate.
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4.4 Conclusions
Based on the geomorphic mapping and profiling of the flutes in the field, three
morphologically distinct types o f flutes were identified on the Castle Creek forefield:
Tapering flutes, which are located both in the North Western forefield and the south east
lower forefield, and have a boulder at their up glacier end; Crag and tail features, which
are located only in the northern upper forefield, and are initiated by outcrops of bedrock
at their up glacier end; and Parallel-sided flutes, which are located on the lower forefield
and are longer and wider relative to the other flutes.

4.4.1 Tapering flutes
These flutes have boulders at their ice proximal end. They are shorter (averaging
19.5 m) and narrower (averaging 2.9 m) in comparison with the parallel sided flutes.
They also tend to have a stronger relief than the parallel sided flutes, generally reaching
around 2 meters in height at their up-ice end. They do not maintain a constant cross
profile down the length of the flute but, taper towards the end becoming lower and
narrower with distance from the initiating boulder. The majority of these flutes are
initiated by large singular boulders, although some flutes have a cluster of boulders at
their ice proximal end. The tapering flutes cover a considerable area of the upper forefield
and another smaller group of tapering flutes is located on the lower part of the forefield
toward the southern terminal.

4.4.2 Parallel sided flutes
The parallel sided flutes are longer (averaging 47.9 m) and wider (averaging 4.9
m) than other flutes on the forefield and maintain a fairly constant width and height with
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distance down flute. These flutes can be seen very clearly from aerial photos of the
forefield. However they are less distinctive at ground level, as they do not have the relief
of other flutes on the forefield and rarely rise more than 1 m above the adjacent troughs .
The spacing between parallel sided flutes is quite irregular, however some form tightly
spaced clusters which are aligned parallel to one another.
Parallel sided flutes cover a considerable part of the lower forefield. Their
orientation varies from an easterly direction in the southern part of the lower forefield to a
northerly direction towards On-Off Lake. These flutes often have a clear curvilinear
pattern that clearly mirrors the former direction of ice towards the terminal moraine at
On-Off Lake with some of the flutes displaying slight curvature consistent with this
pattern. The flutes south of the divide are initiated on relatively flat or gently upslope
surfaces. Unlike the other flutes on the Castle Mountain forefield, not all of the parallel
sided flutes have a boulder or outcrop of bedrock at their ice proximal end.

4.4.3 Crag and Tail features
These are similar in form to the tapering flutes except that they form down ice of
bedrock outcrops. The crag and tail features are relatively well developed, reaching
heights o f 4 to 5 meters. They also taper becoming shorter and narrower with distance
from the initiating bedrock. The crag and tail features are few in number on the Castle
Creek forefield and are located in a small group in the north of the upper forefield, where
suitable outcrops of bedrock run perpendicular to the former ice flow direction.
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4.4.4 Locational controls on flute formation
The mapping and morphological analysis of the flutes revealed that flutes do not
form in all areas of the forefield and that different types of flutes form in different areas.
There are no flutes within about 800 m of the present ice margin, although it is possible
that flutes have been washed away from parts of the ice proximal area which displays
clear evidence of migrating meltwater streams.
It is interesting to note that most of the flutes form on opposing slopes or flatter
areas, whereas there are very few flutes forming on downward sloping areas (figure 413). The majority of parallel-sided flutes are initiated on flatter areas at the toe of gently
rising slopes, whereas the tapering flutes are mostly initiated on steeper opposing slopes.
It seems possible that topography may play an important role in flute formation. Crag and
tail features are restricted to areas in which suitable outcrops of bedrock are perpendicular
to the former ice flow direction. There are possibly other factors which vary with location
that are influencing flute formation, for example grain size and composition. The next
chapter will analyse the sediments within the flutes to determine whether there are any
differences between the sediments in different types of flutes.
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Figure 4-14 Contour map of the Castle Creek forefield superimposed on to a hill shade created from the DEM of
the forefield. This shows the location of flutes of the forefield, which are commonly initiated on upward facing
slopes or flatter areas. Flutes are shown in red, moraines are yellow and contour lines are dark blue.

\
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Chapter 5: Analysis of the sediments within the flutes
5.1 Introduction
Three morphologically distinct types of flutes were recognised based on the
geomorphic mapping of the forefield and profiling of selected examples. These were
tapering flutes, parallel-sided flutes and crag and tail features. Given their different
morphologies, it is possible that these different types of flutes may be formed in different
ways. In order to examine this hypothesis, sedimentological analyses were carried out on
the material in the seven flutes surveyed in the field. Glacial sediment can provide a great
deal of information about the debris history of a till because the sediment properties will
differ based on the processes of erosion, transportation and deposition during till
formation and emplacement (Benn & Evans, 1998). This may provide information on
how the flutes were formed.
Analysis of a single sediment property to gain information on the formation of till
can be problematic because there can be considerable overlap between the properties
different glacial tills. However, when combinations of sediment properties are examined,
multiple lines of evidence make it easier to differentiate between different sediment facies
(Benn and Evans, 2004). In this study four sediment properties were investigated; grain
size, clast morphology, shear strength and clast macrofabric.

5.2 Sampling Procedure
Detailed analyses were carried out on the sediments from the flutes that were
selected for morphological analysis (chapter 4). The sampled flutes were three tapering
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flutes (Flutes 1, 4 and 6); two long, parallel sided flutings (2 and 3) and two crag and tail
features (CT1 and 2). In addition samples were taken from an annual push moraine on the
lower forefield and a natural till exposure formed by a stream cut into one of the long
parallel-sided flutes on the lower forefield.
On each flute three pits were sampled on one cross profile. The cross profile
sampled was normally the up-ice cross profile where flutes were best developed. Three
pits were dug across the profile: one pit on the crest of the flute, and one pit located half
way down each flank. Initially an area of approximately 15x15 cm was cleared on the
surface at each sample site, in order to ensure that sampling was not influenced by any
subsequent weathering (Gale and Hoare, 1992). Each pit was subsequently dug to a depth
of ca. 20 cm and several samples were taken to characterise the grain size and the fabric
of the sediment.
A grab sample of approximately 100 grams of fine grained sediment was taken
from the pit and was returned to the lab for grain size analysis. The till was then carefully
scraped away, with a trowel, to excavate 50 prolate (a axis length >2 times b axis length)
clasts from the sides of the pit. Each clast was carefully removed from the pit and a small
tent peg inserted into the cast to allow a more accurate measure of the orientation and dip
angle of the clast using a handheld compass clinometer. The length of the long,
intermediate and short axes of each clast were measured, in order to establish if there is
any relationship between the size and shape of clasts and their orientation.
An additional sample of 50 clasts was taken from an adjacent site on the crest of
the flute. The surface material was removed and the first 50 clasts were taken back to the
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lab for clast morphology analysis. The shear strength of the sediment was measured at
each of the sampled sites and at the crest o f each of the cross profiles measured for
morphological analysis (chapter 4), using a hand held tor vane. Coarse material on the
surface of the flute was removed to create a clean surface. The tor vane was then pushed
vertically into the sediment and the dial rotated at a constant speed until sufficient torque
was developed to overcome the undrained shear strength of the sediment and failure
occurred. The maximum recorded shear strength was then read off the dial. This
procedure was repeated 4 times (after zeroing the dial scale) at each measurement point.
Samples were at the crest of each cross profile with some additional samples from the
flanks of the flute. The following section will review the results of each technique
separately, describing the methods used to investigate each property and presenting the
results.

5.3 Clast Morphology
Clast morphology describes the overall, size, shape and roundness of the sample
of clasts and can be regarded as the sum of three characteristics: (1) size, describing the
dimensions of the clast; (2) shape, describing the relative dimensions of the clast; and (3)
roundness, describing the smoothness of the clast outline. Clast morphology can be very
useful in providing information on all aspects of debris history prior to and during
deposition, because clasts in different depositional environments tend to display
contrasting morphologies. Evans and Benn (2004) consider that clast morphology and
macrofabric data are especially useful for differentiating between different sediment
facies.
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Clast shape and roundness are both influenced by active transport. Clasts which
have undergone active glacial transport tend to fall into the intermediate roundness
classes (i.e. sub-rounded and sub angular) (Benn & Evans, 1998). This is because
abrasion wears down and smoothes the edges of clasts, whereas fracture creates new
sharp edges. Because both processes can occur during glacial transport, angular and
rounded clasts are rare in sub-glacially transported material and most clasts tend to be
sub-rounded or sub-angular. Clast roundness can be used to infer how far a clast has
travelled from its source because more angular and sub angular forms will be present in a
sample of clasts taken close to its source (Drake, 1972; Humlum, 1985). However,
glacially transported clasts do not tend to develop roundness which is a property more
closely associated with fluvioglacial transport.
Clast shape is also influenced by lithology. Because Castle mountain is made up
of more fissile rocks, like limestone and shale, the clasts tend to have more elongate
shapes when actively transported, reflecting preferential fracture along bedding planes
(Benn, 1990).
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5.3.1 Method
Clast shape and size were determined by measuring the long (a), intermediate (b)
and short (c) axes of each of the 50 clasts. Summary characteristics from these axial
measurements are plotted on Zingg (1935) diagrams; triangular diagrams used to plot the
relative dimensions of the axes of a clast, so that its shape can be classified by the
position it is plotted on the diagram (Figure 5-1). Long axis dimensions were plotted on a
histogram to show clast size (Figure 5-2).

Figure 5-1 Zingg diagram showing the continuum of clast shapes (General shape triangle). Clast shape
categories are defined after Sneed and Folk (1985).

Clast roundness measures have been used to estimate the degree of wear shown by
a clast (Krumbein, 1941). It is a more subjective assessment than clast shape and is
difficult to quantify. Each clast was assigned to one of six roundness categories (Table
5.1) by comparing each clast to a standard set of descriptive terms (Benn and Ballantyne,
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1994) that give a visual estimate of the roundness of each clast. The results are plotted in
the histograms below (Figure 5-3; Figure 5-4; Figure 5-5). In addition the number of
clasts categorised as either sub-angular or sub-rounded was calculated for each clast
sample.
Table 5-1 Descriptive criteria for clast roundness categories (Benn and Ballantyne, 1994).

CLASS
Very Angular (VA)
Angular (A)
Sub Angular (SA)
Sub Rounded (SR)
Rounded (R)
Well Rounded (WR)

DESCRIPTION
Edges and faces unworn; sharp, delicate protuberances
Edges and faces unworn
Faces unworn, edges worn
Edges and faces worn but clearly distinguishable
Edges and faces worn and barely distinguishable
No edges or faces distinguishable

5.3.2 Results
At all sites sampled, over 80 % of clasts were classified as sub-rounded or subangular, with very few well rounded or very angular. The moraine that was sampled has a
particularly high percentage of sub-angular and sub-rounded clasts (94%), as does
exposure A (90%) and flute 3 (90%). All sites sampled have <18% of rounded or well
rounded clasts and flute 1 and exposure A have no clasts classified as rounded or well
rounded. The parallel-sided flutings have more variability in the roundness of the clasts,
in comparison to the tapering flutings, which are mostly sub-angular.
The majority of sites sampled show a similar pattern of clast shape distributions
(Table 5-2), with low percentages of compact clasts and higher percentages of bladed and
elongate clasts. Most clasts have a-axis lengths between 10 and 40 mm. Very few clasts
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have a-axis lengths of above 50 mm. The average a-axis lengths vary between 19.76 and
27.82 mm. Flute 6 contained clasts with the largest a-axis lengths, with an average length
of 27.82 mm and a median length of 22.5 mm. Based on these data, it can be concluded
that the size and shape distribution of clasts is very similar in these samples.
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Figure 5-2: Clast morphology diagrams for the crag and tail features. (A) Histogram showing clast roundness
measurements (Vertical axis represents number in each category) (B) Clast shape triangle (Sneed and Folk,
1960) (C) Histogram showing long axis length. Vertical axis is number of clasts, horizontal axis categories are the
maximum value in each class i.e. 5 = 0-5.
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Figure 5-3: Clast morphology diagrams for the parallel-sided flutes. (See figure 5-3 for explanation)
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Figure 5-4: Clast morphology diagrams for the tapering flutes. (See figure 5-3 for explanation)
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Figure 5-5: Clast morphology diagrams for the moraine and exposure samples. (See figure 5-3 for explanation)

Table 5-2 Clast morphology types and grain size data. SA+SR = Sub Angular and Sub Rounded, RA = Rounded
and Very rounded, BL = Bladed, EL = Elongated, VB = Very Bladed, VE = Very Elongate (Zingg Classes see
Figure 5-1).
F lu te N o .

CT1
CT2
F2
F3
FI
F4
F6
EA
M

(% )

M ean
le n g th
(m m )

M e d ia n
le n g th (m m )

16
8
16
10
8
6
22
12
14

24.52
24.54
24.48
23.1
20.92
22.5
27.82
20.92
19.76

17.5
20.5
20.5
20
17.5
20
22.5
17.5
16.5

SA +SR
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(% )
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82
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88
90
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4
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4
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5.4 Grain size analysis
Grain size distribution shows the proportion of grains that fall within specified
size classes (Hoey, 2004). When used in combination with other methods of analysis,
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such as macro fabric analysis and clast morphological analysis, it can provide useful
information for the interpretation of sediments (Hoey, 2004).
Analysis o f grain size distribution is important to characterise the till. The grain
size distribution of a sediment will determine the cohesion and inter-granular friction of
the till (Benn & Evans, 1998), whilst the combined influence of these characteristics
determines the till’s shear strength at the onset of deformation (Boulton and Hindmarsh,
1987; Clarke, 1987; Alley 1989; Kamb, 1991). Fine grained sediments will have
increased shear strength because electrostatic forces between charged clay particles
increase the cohesion of a sediment. However these forces are negligible for particles
larger than about 1 pm (Benn & Evans, 1998). On the other hand, coarse grained, poorly
sorted sediments will have higher internal friction in comparison with fine grained, well
sorted sediments. Therefore grain size distribution is important in determining the
deformation behaviour of till and has been shown to be an important control on flute
formation (Benn and Evans, 1996; Hubbard and Reid, 2006; Evans et al., 2010)

5.4.1 Method
A grab sample of sediment, of approximately 100 grams was collected from each
sampling site, placed in a sealed plastic container, and returned to the lab for analysis.
The > 2 mm gravel fraction of the sediment was sieved out of each sample, weighed and
is recorded in Table 4-1. Analysis of the finer grained (< 2mm) sediment involved a
combination of wet and dry sieving and sedimentation analysis. Details of this procedure
are given in Appendix 1.
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The results from the wet and dry sieving were combined with the results from the
sedimentation analysis and cumulative grain size curves were constructed (Figure 5-6 5-8), showing the percentage of the sample that was sand, silt and clay.

5.4.2 Results

Figure 5-6 Grain size distribution plots and cumulative percentage curves for samples from parallel-sided flutes
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Figure 5-7 Grain size distribution plots and cumulative percentage curves for samples from tapering flutes
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Figure 5-8 Grain size distribution plots and cumulative percentage curves for samples from crag and tail
features

Table 5-3: Percentages of gravel, sand, silt and clay in samples from the sampled flutes. Note that the percentage
of gravel is the percentage of the original 100 gram sample.
% sand

% silt

% c la y

% g ra v e l
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The grain size analysis reveals that the till is a very poorly sorted diamicton. The
Castle Creek forefield has a fairly uniform grain size distribution, with similar
proportions of sand silt and clay found in all flutes sampled. Sand sized grains made up
the largest percentage of the fine sediment, ranging between 40.2 and 62.8 %, and clay
sized particles made up the smallest percentage of the sediment, ranging from 8.5 to 27
%. However there are some localised variations in the grain size distribution. The
percentage of coarse (> 2 mm) material contained in each sample was on the whole quite
similar with on average 31 % of the sediment consisting of gravel. Flute 6 contained the
highest percentage of gravel (37.76 %), whereas flute 4 contained the lowest percentage
of gravel (23.48 %).
The tapering flutes (flutes 1, 4 and 6) have a lower percentage of clay, averaging
12.3 % in comparison to the parallel-sided flutes (20.4 %) and the crag and tail features
(23.3 %). Flute 1 contains a particularly high percentage of sand (62.8 %) and the lowest
percentage of clay (8.5 %) of any of the flutes sampled. Flutes 4 and 6 have very similar
\

grain size distributions. These flutes display a trimodal distribution, containing high
percentages of coarse grained sand, fine grained sand and finer grained silt.
The parallel sided flutes (Flutes 2 and 3) have very similar grain size distributions,
with almost equal proportions of all grain sizes. They contain higher percentages o f clay
than the tapering flutes. The grain size distribution of flute 2 is slightly bimodal with
slightly higher percentages of coarse grained sand and fine grained clay, whereas flute 3
contains a slightly higher percentage of finer grained silt and fine grained clay.
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The crag and tail features display a distinctly bimodal grain size distribution, with
their constituent sediment containing high percentages of coarse grained sand and fine
grained clay. Crag and tail two has particularly high clay content (27 %).

5.5 Sediment Shear Strength
A sediment’s shear strength is equivalent to the critical shear stress and is the
minimum stress required to overcome the resisting forces which hold the material
together (Benn and Evans, 1998). Sediment strength is the product of ambient conditions
and two properties: the cohesive forces binding the sediment particles together and
intergranular friction. The intergranular friction is influenced by the arrangement, size,
shape and resistance to crushing of the constituent grains. Failure of the sediment will
occur when the sediment reaches its critical shear stress. This is the point when the
driving stresses acting on the sediment are higher than the resistive forces holding the
sediment together.
The shear strength of a sediment is a vital control on sediment deformation and
therefore an important indicator of flute formation processes. When the stress at the base
of the ice rises above the shear strength of the sediment, failure will occur and the
sediment will deform under the stress.
It must be taken into account that the shear strength was measured when the till is
in a relatively well drained state. Higher pore water pressure would exist underneath the
glacier, where the flutes were formed, particularly when basal melting rates are high.
Higher pore water pressure will generally have the effect of lowering the shear strength of
the till. Therefore the actual shear strength that existed when the flutes were formed
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would probably have been lower than the values measured here. Measurements of the
shear strength of flutes till are still useful in giving a measurement of the till’s initial shear
strength.

5.5.1 Method
The shear strength of the till was tested in the field using a hand-held tor vane.
Shear strength testing is taken in the field in order to minimise disturbance of the
sediment and avoid significant errors that can occur in lab testing (Rea, 2004). Coarse
material on the surface of the flute was removed to create a clean surface. The tor vane
was then pushed vertically into the sediment, and the dial rotated at a constant speed until
sufficient torque was developed to overcome the undrained shear strength of the sediment
and failure occurred. The maximum recorded shear strength was then read off the dial.
This procedure was repeated 4 times (after zeroing the dial scale) on the crest of the flute
at each cross profile. In addition, measurements were taken from the east and west lateral
flanks of the flute, at the cross profiles where macrofabrics were sampled. The average,
maximum and minimum shear strengths and shown in Table 5-4 - Table 5-6.
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5.5.2 Results
Table 5-4: Summary of shear strength data (in kPa) for the tapering flutes (Flutes 1,4 and 6)
M AX

M IN

M EAN

F I - p ro file 2 (c re s t)

2

1.5

1.75

F I - p ro file 5 (c re s t)

3.5

2

2.56

F I - p ro file 8 (c re s t)

2

1.25

1.75

F 4 - p ro file 3 (c re s t)

1.5

1

1.19

1.5

1

1.13

F 6 - p ro file 4 (w e st la t)

4 .0 0

2.25

2.88

F 6 - p ro file 4 (c re s t)

4.0 0

1.50

2.88

F 6 - p ro file 4 (e a s t la t)

3

2.5

2.75

F 6 - p ro file 6 (c re s t)

3

0.5

1.50

F 6 - p ro file 7 (c re s t)

4.25

2.25

3.13

S a m p lin g S ite

F 4 - p ro file 5 (c re s t)

Table 5-5: summary of shear strength data (in kPa) for the parallel-sided flutes (Flutes 2 and 3) and exposure A.
MAX

M IN

M EAN

F 2 - p ro file 3 (c re s t)

4.5

2.25

3.38

F 2 - p ro file 7 (c re s t)

3.25

2

2.81

F 2 - p ro file 10 (c re s t)

5

3.25

4.0 6

F 2 - p ro file 16 (w e st la t)

2

1.5

1.88

2.5

1.5

2.19

3

1.5

2.44

F 2 - p ro file 19 (c re s t)

3.5

2.5

3.06

F 3 - p ro file 4 (e a s t la t)

4

1.75

2.56

F 3 - p ro file 4 (c re s t)

4

1.5

2.75

2.5

1.5

2.13

F 3 - p ro file 6 (c re s t)

4

2.25

2.94

F 3 - p ro file 9 (c re s t)

3

2

2.56

F 3 - p ro file 14 (c re s t)

3.5

1.5

2.69

F 3 - p ro file 17 (c re s t)

2.25

1.5

1.94

F 3 - p ro file 21 (c re s t)

4.5

2

3.31

F 3 - p ro file 29 (c re s t)

4

3

3.25

E X A (c re s t)

3

1.5

2.38

S a m p lin g S ite

F 2 - p ro file 16 (c re s t)
F 2 - p ro file 16 (e a s t la t)

F 3 - p ro file 4 (w e st la t)
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Table 5-6: summary of shear strength data (in kPa) for the crag and tail features (1, 2 and 3)
MAX

M IN

M EAN

C T l - p ro file 4 (c re s t)

2

1.5

1.75

C T 1 - p ro file 8 (c re s t)

2.75

1.5

2.19

3.5

1.5

2.69

4

2

2.94

C T l - p ro file 7 (e a s t la t)

2.5

2

2.38

C T l - p ro file 11 (c re s t)

3.25

2

2.44

C T 2 - p ro file 6 (w e st la t)

4.25

2.25

3.13

3

2

2.63

C T 2 - p ro file 6 (e a s t la t)

4.5

2.25

3.06

C T 2 - p ro file 3 (c re s t)

4.5

2

3.13

C T 2 - p ro file 10 (c re s t)

1

0

0.38

C T 3 - p ro file 3 (c re s t)

1

0.75

0.81

C T 3 - p ro file 6 (c re s t)

2.75

1.25

2.13

C T 3 - p ro file 9 (c re s t)

4

2

2.63

C T 3 - p ro file 10 (c re s t)

4

2

3.00

S a m p lin g S ite

C T l - p ro file 7 (w e st la t)
C T 1 - p ro file 7 (c re s t)

C T 2 - p ro file 6 (c re s t)

Table 5-7 Summary of shear strength results (in kPa)
T o ta l N o.
o f s a m p le s

M e a n o f a ll
s a m p le s

N o. o f c re s t
s a m p le s

M ean of
c re s t
s a m p le s

N o. o f sa m p le s
on la te ra ls

M ean of
la t sa m p le s

FI

3

2.02

3

2.02

-

-

F4

2

1.16

2

1.16

-

-

F6

5

1.94

3

1.92

2

1.97

F2

7

3.03

5

3.1

2

2.16

F3

10

2.65

8

2.73

2

2.35

CTl

6

2.4

4

2.33

2

2.54

CT2

5

2.46

3

2.02

2

3.09

CT3

4

2.13

4

2.13

-

-

F lu te
N o.
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It can be seen from the above results that the shear strength of the flutes sampled
is quite low, varying between 0 and 4.5 KPa and averaging 2.4 KPa. The highest average
shear strength value (4.06 KPa) was recorded from cross profile 10 on flute 2, and the
lowest average shear strength (0.38 KPa) was recorded from cross profile 10 of crag and
tail 2.
On the whole the lowest average shear strengths were recorded in the tapering
flutes. The lowest average shear strength was recorded from flute 4 (1.16 KPa). This is
also the shortest flute that was sampled. Flute 6, which is the second shortest flute
sampled, also has a relatively low shear strength of 1.92 KPa. The highest average shear
strength was recorded from Flute 2 (3. 1 KPa).
The shear strength of sediment from both the tapering and the parallel sided flutes
remains fairly constant with distance down the flute. However, the till making up the 3
crag and tail features has a more variable shear strength. There is no clear pattern to these
changes. CT3 shows a distinct increasing trend in shear strength down flute, whereas on
CT1 and CT2 the shear strength increases until the end of the flute, where results from the
final cross section record a decrease in shear strength on both flutes.

5.6 Clast Macrofabric analysis
Elongated clasts being transported within the ice and basal sediment are known to
rotate under applied stresses. Therefore, the orientation of their long axes has been used to
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(V, ,V 2 and V 3) where Vi, the principle eigenvector, represents the direction of maximum
clustering in the data (the fabric maxima) and V3 is normal to the preferred plane o f the
fabric. Additionally three normalized vector magnitudes, or eigenvalues (Si, S2 and S3)
were calculated. These define the degree of clustering of the data around the respective
eigenvectors.
The relative magnitude of these eigenvalues reflects the “shape” of the fabric data
(Watson, 1966). Three fabric types have been recognized (Benn and Evans, 2004), (1)
isotropic fabrics, in which data points are evenly distributed across a sphere (Si~S 2~S 3 );
(2 ) planar girdles, in which data points are evenly distributed around a great circle, on a
singular plane (Si~S 2 »S 3); and (3) linear clusters, in which all observations are close to
parallel (Si>>S2~S 3).
In addition to the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, the elongation and isotropy index
o f each data set were calculated. The elongation index measures the preferred orientation
of the fabric and varies between

0

(no preferred orientation) and

1

(a perfect preferred

orientation with all observations parallel), whilst, the isotropy index is a measure of the
range of dip values, and varies between

1

(all observations confined to a single plane) and

0 (perfect isotropy) (Benn, 1994). The eigenvalue data is shown below (Table 5-9), along
with the calculated elongation and isotropy indexes.
To aid visualization and comparison of fabric shapes and the interpretation o f clast
fabric data (Evans & Benn, 2004), the eigenvalues data are presented on a ternary
diagram, analogous to the Sneed and Folk (1958) shape triangles. These diagrams are
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scaled using the elongation index (E= 1-(S2/S 1)) and the isotropy index (I=S3/Si) (Benn,
1994).

5.6.2 Results
Table 5-8 Maximum, minimum and modal plunge values for fabric data
D ip a n g le
F lu te 1 - e a s t fla n k
F lu te 1 - w e st f la n k
F lu te 1 - c re s t
F lu te 4 - e a st f la n k
F lu te 4 - w e s t fla n k
F lu te 4 - c re s t
F lu te 6 - e a s t f la n k
F lu te 6 - w e s t f la n k
F lu te 6 - c re s t
F lu te 2 - e a s t f la n k
F lu te 2 - w e s t fla n k
F lu te 2 - c re s t
F lu te 3 - e a s t fla n k
F lu te 3 - w e s t fla n k
F lu te 3 - c re s t
C r a g a n d ta il 1 - e a s t f la n k
C r a g a n d ta il 1 - w e st fla n k
C r a g a n d ta il 1 - c re s t
C r a g a n d ta il 2 - e a s t f la n k
C r a g a n d ta il 2 - w e st fla n k
C r a g a n d ta il 2 - c re s t

m ax

m in

m ode

D o w n -ice

U p -ice

55
50
65
25
50
25
25
30
30
45
35
20
35
55
50
40
30
55
40
30
35

-35
-35
-35
-40
-25
-20
-35
-55
-45
-50
-45
-45
-40
-30
-40
-20
-30
-25
-45
-50
-45

5
-5
-10
0
10
-5
-10
-5
10
0
10
-15
-5
15
0
0
25
0
10
-15
5

22
22
25
23
13
22
27
29
13
18
20
27
18
10
28
15
14
9
25
25
25

33
28
25
27
37
28
23
21
37
32
36
23
33
46
22
35
36
41
25
25
25

m

en
Table 5-9 Eigenvalue data
a - A x is f a b r i c s

VI

V2

V3

SI

S2

S3

I s o tro p y In d e x (I)

E lo n g a tio n In d e x (E )
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GIRDLE

(S1-S2)/{S1-S3)

CLUSTER
N

Figure 5-9 Ternary diagram showing the relative dimensions of the shape of the fabric data scaled using the
elongation index (E=1-(S2/S1)) and the isotropy index (I=S3/S1)

5 .6 .2 .1 T a p e r i n g F l u t e s

Fabric sampled from the west flank and crest of flute 1 display orientation almost
parallel to the axis of the flute, the fabric maxima or principle eigenvector VI is within
11° of the flute axis on the west (left) flank of the flute and is within 0.8° (Figure 5-10) at
the crest. On the east flank, however, the fabric maximum converges toward the flute
crest at an angle of 73°. This unusual pattern on the east flank may be due to the shape of
clasts sampled. Clasts sampled from the crest and the west flank are more elongated (>
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60% of clasts are classed as very-elongate, Figure 5-10) than the clasts sampled from the
east flank, which are more bladed (see the clast shape diagrams, Figure 5.10). Flute 1
displays a wider range of dip values than the other flutes sampled. Fabric sampled at all
sites on flute 1 has strong clustering around the principle eigenvector, reflected in the
high SI values. The fabric sampled from the east lateral displays more clustering with an
SI value of 0.795. The west lateral sample displays slightly less clustering, with an SI of
0.721. As a result the fabric shape of the crest and west lateral are girdle, whereas the
fabric sampled from the east lateral displays a linear cluster.
The fabric sampled from flute 4 (Figure 5-11) is less organised compared to the
fabrics from flutes 1 and 6. Fabric sample from the crest of flute 4 displays a bimodal
fabric orientation, however the fabric maximum (VI) is almost parallel to the flute’s axis
(within 7.7°) and there is still a relatively high degree of clustering around the fabric
maxima, with an SI of 0.778. The fabric sampled from the west flank also displays a
bimodal orientation. The fabric maxima on the west flank converges at an angle of 66.1°
towards the flute’s axis, and has a relatively high degree of clustering with an SI value of
0.741. The fabric sampled from the east flank displays less clustering around the fabric
maxima, with an SI value of only 0.592. The mean clast orientation is almost parallel to
the axis of the flute, however the wider spread of data means the fabric maxima (VI)
actually converges towards the flute axis, at an angle of 21°. The lower degree of
clustering in the fabrics sampled from flute 4, in comparison with other flutes means that
the fabrics have girdle rather than cluster shapes.
The orientation diagrams from flute 6 (Figure 5-12) all show a highly oriented
fabric and flute 6 has the strongest fabric o f the tapering flutes. The fabric sampled from

flute 6 shows a clear converging fabric pattern, with the fabric from the crest showing
orientation parallel to the flute axis and the fabric from the flanks converging towards the
axis of the flute. The fabric maxima (VI) of clasts from the crest of the flute are within
9.6° of the orientation of the flutes axis, whereas the fabric maxima from the flanks
converges towards the axis at an angle of 38.1° on the west flank and 24.5° on the east
flank. Flute 6 displays a very high degree of clustering around the fabric maxima with S 1
values which are all above 0.799, indicating that all of the fabric shapes are clustered.

Figure 5-10 - Macrofabric data for flute 1 represented on both rose diagrams (top) and contoured stereonets
(middle). The sampled sites are (from left to right) mid point left flank, creast and mid-point on the right flank
looking down the flute. The orientation of the flute is shown by the arrow and the mean vector direction of the
measurements is indicted by the number adjacent to the diagram. The principle eigenvector (VI) is marked in
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red on each stereonet. Axial measurements of clasts are presented on ternary diagrams (bottom) to represent
clast shape. The axis lengths of the stones measured are shown in the histograms. The position of sampling sites
and orientation of the flute are indicated on the diagram in the bottom right corner. Stereonets and rose plots
were generated in the OpenStereo programme.

Figure 5-11 - Macrofabric data for flute 4. For explanation of the diagrams see Figure 5.10
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Figure 5-12 - Macrofabric data for flute 6. For explanation of the diagrams see Figure 5.10

5 .6 .2 .2 P a r a l l e l - s i d e d F l u t e s

Overall the strength of fabrics sampled from the parallel sided flutes is generally
more variable than the fabric of other flutes, particularly those from flute 2 (Figure 5-13).
The east flank of the flute has a very strong fabric with a high degree of clustering around
the fabric maxima (SI = 0.903). However the fabric sampled from the west lateral is quite
weak, with an SI value of only 0.501. This weaker fabric from the west flank is possibly
related to the position of the sample site, which is behind a large boulder embedded into
the flute (see insert of flute diagram). Nevertheless, the mean orientation of clasts at all
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sites sampled was parallel to the axis of the flute. On the flanks of the flute the fabric
maxima is within 2° of the flute orientation and on the crest it is within 12°.
The fabric from flute 3 (Figure 5-14) is disorganised in comparison to the fabrics
sampled from the other flutes. Particularly the fabrics sampled from the crest and the west
lateral of the flute which have low clustering around the fabric maxima with S1 values of
0.639 and 0.627 respectively. The fabric sampled from the east flank has a higher degree
o f clustering around the fabric maximum with an SI value of 0.782. The mean orientation
of clasts within the flute are roughly parallel to the axis of the flute at all sites. Fabric
sampled from the crest and east lateral both have fabric maxima that are within 6° of the
flute’s orientation. The fabric maxima from the west flank is within 14° of the flute
orientation.

Figure 5-13 Macrofabric data for flute 2. For explanation of the diagrams see Figure 5.10
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Figure 5-14 Macrofabric data for flute 3. For explanation of the diagrams see Figure 5.10

5 .6 .2 .3 C r a g a n d T a i l F e a t u r e s

In general the crag and tail features do not appear to have clear fabric patterns.
The fabrics are also not as strong as the fabrics from the flute features with low S 1 values
found at all sampling sites. On the flanks of crag and tail 1 the fabric maxima converge
towards the axis, at an angle of 38.9° on the eastern flank and 63.5° on the western flank
(Figure 5-15). The fabric sampled from flute crest diverges away from the axis towards
the western flank at an angle of 28.1°. There is not a high degree of clustering around any
of the fabric maxima, with SI values of 0.705 on the crest, 0.639 on the east flank and
0.735 on the west flank. This results in girdle fabric shapes for all of the fabrics sampled
from CT1.
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The fabric sampled from the crest and the west flank of CT2 both have fabric
maxima which diverge from the axis of the flute (Figure 5-16). The fabric maximum on
the crest differs from the flute axis at an angle of 27.8° towards the eastern flank. On the
west flank the fabric maximum converges away from the axis at an angle of 28.6°. On the
eastern flank the fabric maximum converges towards the axis at an angle of 60.4°. Like
CT1, there is not a high degree of clustering around the fabric maxima, with low SI
values of 0.653 on the crest, 0.745 on the eastern flank and 0.598 on the western flank.
This means the shape of the fabric at all sites is a girdle.
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Figure 5-15 - Macrofabric data for Crag and tail 1. For explanation of the diagrams see Figure 5.10
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S

Figure 5-16 Macrofabric data for Crag and tail 2. For explanation of the diagrams see Figure 5.10

5 .6 .2 .4 S u m m a r y

On the whole, the fabric of the parallel-sided and tapering flutes is stronger and
displays a clearer pattern than the fabric of the crag and tail features, which are notably
less organised. The parallel-sided flutes that were sampled both displayed an orientation
pattern that was parallel to the axis of the flute on both flanks, and at the crest. The fabrics
sampled from tapering flutes had parallel orientation on the crest of the flute and in most
cases the fabrics from the flanks of the flute had fabric maxima that converged towards
the flute axis of the flute. The degree of clustering around the fabric maxima varied
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between sites but there was generally a higher degree of clustering in the flutes compared
to the crag and tail features. In addition fabric sampled in the lee of large boulder, e.g. the
west lateral of flute 2 (Si = 0.50), showed a wider spread in the data and less clustering
around the fabric maxima.
Clast dips are relatively low at all sites sampled, rarely exceeding +25° or falling
below -25°. This is reflected in the low isotropy index of all sites sampled, which
indicates that all clasts were close to being confined to a single plane. The crag and tail
features have more steeply dipping clasts (mode =10) than the flutes (mode = 5). Most
features have approximately equal proportions of down-glacier and up-glacier dipping
clasts.
All fabrics sampled had high elongation values, which vary between 0.501 and
0.903, indicating a strong preferred orientation, with most observations near parallel.
However, the isotropy index is, for most fabrics, fairly low, varying between, 0.014 and
0.098, indicating a small range of dip values and that all observations are close to being
confined to a single plane. These indices define the shape of the majority of the fabrics as
very flat elongated ellipsoids, with strong clustering or preferred fabric orientation
(Figure 5-9). However there is some variation in the fabric shape due to the differences in
the degree of clustering in the data. Some o f the fabrics show intermediate fabric shapes
between clustering and girdle and the fabric sampled from the west flank of flute 2 has
more of a girdle fabric shape.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters presented results from geomorphic mapping, morphological
and sediment analysis of the different types of flutes observed on the Castle Creek
forefield. These findings will now be consolidated and compared with the results of other
studies of flute formation, in order to suggest reasons for the findings. Mechanisms for
the formation of the different types of flutes will be suggested and the importance of
topography on flute formation will be discussed.

6.2 Consolidation and Comparison of Sediment Analysis Results

6.2.1 Clast morphology
The high percentage of sub angular and sub rounded clasts (over 80 % at all sites)
contained within the Castle Creek flutes indicates that the clasts have undergone active
transport. The low percentage of rounded clasts in all flutes samples (less than 18 %)
suggests that little if any of the material has been modified by fluvio-glacial activity. The
high percentages of bladed and elongated stones reflect the lithology of the Castle Creek
area which is composed of fissile rocks, such as shales, which develop more elongate
shapes reflecting fracture along bedding planes and joints (Benn, 1990).

6.2.2 Grain size
The relatively uniform grain size distribution of the till across the forefield is
probably a result o f thorough mixing of the material under high cumulative strains and is
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strength, averaging 2.94 KPa at the cross section where grain size was measured. In
contrast flute 1 contains 8.5 % clay and has a shear strength of only 1.75 KPa. Clay rich
tills have a higher undrained shear strength because the electrostatic forces between
charged clay particles will result in increased cohesion between the particles. However
under wet conditions at the base of the glacier, the higher clay content would not allow
free drainage o f water through the small pores between clay particles, resulting in a
decrease in the shear strength.

6.2.4 Clast Macrofabric
The parallel-sided and tapering flutes sampled display clear fabric patterns
whereas the crag and tail features do not. This suggests that the crag and tail features may
not have been formed by sediment deformation. The clasts within both the parallel-sided
flutes sampled displayed a clear orientation parallel to the axis of the flute. Clasts from
two o f the tapering flutes sampled displayed a converging fabric pattern, with clasts
sampled from the crest of the flute oriented parallel to the axis of the flute and clasts
sampled from the flanks of the flute converging towards the flute axis.
These fabric patterns were similar to those reported by Benn and Evans (1996) in
their tapering and parallel-sided flute forms. The converging fabric pattern displayed by
the clasts embedded in the tapering flutes sampled at Castle Creek was similar to fabric
pattern displayed in the tapering flutes sampled by Benn and Evans (1996). The elongated
clasts embedded within parallel-sided flutes sampled at Castle Creek displayed fabric
patterns parallel to the axis of the flute that, again, were similar to the fabric pattern of the
parallel-sided flutes at Breidamerkurjokull and Skalafellsjokull in Iceland, which had
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fabrics which were either parallel to the flute axis or slightly converging down flute
(Boulton, 1976; Benn, 1995).

6.3 Flute distribution
Mapping of the flutes revealed that they generally were initiated on areas that
were flat or on a reverse slope; steep downslope areas did not contain many flutes. Flute
formation by sub-sole deformation normally requires a lodged boulder to form the basal
cavity in the ice into which the finer sediment can deform. Therefore flute formation will
only occur (1) when the glacier is carrying a supply of plucked boulders and (2) where
these boulders become lodged in the substrate. Flute formation is therefore confined to
areas down glacier of outcrops of bedrock, from which boulders can be plucked.
Lodgement of boulders, being transported over a deformable bed, occurs when
boulders plough into the till bed which is sufficiently consolidated to provide a rigid
barrier that will prevent further transport o f the boulder (Benn and Evans, 1998).
Lodgement will occur when basal melting rates are high, causing ice and debris to
converge towards the bed (Hallet, 1979). Boulders, being transported by the basal ice will
be partially melted out of the ice and will be dragged along the soft basal sediment, as
they are being transported by the glacier. As the boulders are dragged, they will plough
up the softer sediments in front of them, eventually forming a consolidated wedge o f till
which will inhibit further transport of the boulder.
An increased rate o f boulder lodgement will occur when the glacier is moving upslope because the ice flow direction will be more strongly directed towards the bed,
causing an increase in pressure in the basal ice, which will result in increased
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convergence of debris towards the bed (Hallet, 1979). Lodgement of boulders is
therefore more likely to occur when the glacier is flowing upslope. As a consequence of
this, more flutes will form on reverse slopes, because more lodged boulders will be
available to initiate the development of leeward cavities in the basal ice into which the
finer sediments can deform.

6.4 Flute Morphology
Two distinct morphologies of flute were identified at Castle Creek: parallel-sided
flutes, which extend for great distances and maintain constant cross profiles down flute
and tapering flutes which are shorter and taper in height and width down flute. Flutes with
similar morphologies were described by Benn and Evans (1996), who also proposed two
distinctly different types of flute, tapering flutes and parallel sided flutes. Tapering flutes,
observed on the forefields of Slettmarkbreen and Okstindbreen in Norway, become lower
and narrower with distance down flute and are therefore similar in morphology to the
tapering flutes at Castle Creek. Parallel-sided flutes, observed on the forefields of
Breidamerkurjôkull and Skalafellsjokull in Iceland, maintain a constant cross profile for
considerable distances and have similar morphologies to the parallel-sided flutes seen on
the lower forefield. These differing morphologies may be a result of local differences in
grain size.
Benn and Evans (1996) attributed these differences in form to differences in till
rheology and this may also be true of the flutes at Castle Creek, as a result of local
differences in grain size. The till from the parallel-sided flutes sampled contained higher
percentages of clay (average of 20 %) compared to the sampled tapering flutes (average
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12 %, Table 5-3). This higher clay content would result in the till within parallel-sided
flutes being able to develop higher pore water pressures due to water being unable to
drain through the small pore spaces between the fine grains. Therefore the till within the
parallel-sided flutes will have a lower shear strength and would deform more readily than
the basal ice layers. Therefore pressure differences within the basal ice cavity are
equilibrated by till flow and the cavity is prevented from closing, allowing the cavity and
therefore the flute’s cross profile to remain constant for great distances.
The tapering flutes would be formed with slightly lower pore water pressures,
which may have resulted in slightly higher shear strengths. Therefore, in the tapering
flutes there would be a lower contrast between the viscosity of the ice and the viscosity of
the till, eventually causing the basal cavity to close by ice deformation. This may explain
why the tapering flutes become shorter and narrower with distance down-flute.
Height differences observed between the two different types of flutes are possibly
related to the lodgement of boulders. The gradient of the slope on the upper forefield,
where the tapering flutes are formed, is greater than the low gradients or basically flat
surfaces on the lower forefield, where the parallel sided flutes are initiated. Boulders will
possibly lodge more readily in the till on the steeper reverse slopes of the upper forefield
than they will on the gentler slope on the lower forefield.
The height of the cavity created by the boulder, and therefore the flute, is related
to both the size of the boulder and the magnitude of the stress created by the boulder, i.e.
the difference between the velocity of the ice streaming around the boulder (vr) and the
ice velocity (vj) (Boulton, 1976). When a boulder is only slightly embedded in the till,
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such as those on the lower forefield, the boulder will still be in motion beneath the glacier
and so vr will be less than v,. Therefore the height of the flute will be lower. Whereas
when a boulder is fully lodged in the sediment, the further transport of the boulder is
retarded, vr >Vj, and the flute will be greater in height in the upper forefield examples.

6.5 Flute Formation
The mechanisms for flute formation suggested in the literature are reviewed in
Chapter 2. The following section will discuss how these mechanisms may be used to
explain the formation of the Castle Creek flutes.

6.5.1 Tapering Flutes
The occurrence of lodged boulders at the heads of these flutes indicates that flute
formation is most likely due to sediment deformation into subglacial cavities, formed
leeward of the boulders. This is further supported by the clast fabric patterns found in the
two tapering flutes sampled, which displayed a converging pattern, reflecting the flow of
till into the cavity, from the sides, under high stress. In addition the grain size distribution
and the low shear strength values of the till would allow the till to deform readily under
the increased pore water pressures at the base of the glacier. This suggestion agrees with
Benn and Evans (1996), who attribute the formation of their tapering flutes to sub-sole
sediment deformation into basal cavities in the lee of lodged boulders.
Some authors have suggested that flutes are erosional features, representing
positive relief between grooves carved in a previously deposited till surface (Kautsky,
1953; Strom, 1963; Ray, 1935). The morphology of the tapering flutes suggests they are
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constructional forms, rising above the original till surface. It therefore seems unlikely that
these flutes are erosional forms. In addition, the spacing between flutes is too wide for
them to be considered erosional grooves.

6.5.2 Parallel-sided Flutes
It is more difficult to suggest a formation mechanism for the parallel-sided flutes
because the properties of the sediment in the two flutes that were sampled suggest they
were formed by sediment deformation. However, most lack boulders at their ice proximal
ends. In addition, the low relief of the flutes and narrow width of the troughs formed
between flutes, suggests that an erosional origin may be possible for the parallel-sided
flutes, representing positive relief features between troughs scoured out by either a
cuspate glacier sole or boulders lodged in the base of the ice. However an erosional origin
seems unlikely, given the deformable nature of the till. If a boulder were to plough
through the till, creating an erosional groove, the groove would likely be infilled with till,
leaving no positive relief behind (Boulton, 1976).
The most likely explanation for the formation of the parallel-sided flutes is that
they were formed by sediment deformation in lee of a large boulder but the boulder was
subsequently removed. Boulton (1976) suggests some possible mechanisms for boulder
removal, based on his observations of flutes forming at the margin of Breidamerkuljokull
in Iceland. He proposes that boulders may be removed form the heads of the flutes which
they initiated, by winter and spring readvances. These would have the effect of sweeping
along large boulders which were lightly embedded in the surface and re-depositing them
at the limit of winter readvance. It is possible that a similar process is occurring at Castle
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Creek. Alternatively, as many of the parallel-sided flutes can be traced further up valley,
but have become fractured over time, it is possible that their initiating boulders lie at the
heads of the flute further up-valley.

6.5.3 Crag and Tail Features
The properties of the crag and tail features have thus far, not been discussed in
detail. This is because their formation mechanism is likely different from that of the
flutes. Boulton (1976) describes four examples of bedrock initiated flutes: two in Iceland
and one in both Spitsbergen, and near the Glacier des Bossons, in the French Alps.
However he does not suggest any mechanism for their formation.
It is possible that these features were formed by either erosion, i.e. the bedrock
protects the tail of debris from erosion, or by deformation of the sediment into a cavity
created in lee of the bedrock ridge. We cannot make a solid conclusion based on the
evidence here, however, it seems most likely that they were formed by erosional
processes because if the till had deformed around the bedrock ridges, there would be
sediment packed around the base of the bedrock ridge, however there was no evidence of
this in any of the crag and tail features. The tail of debris was normally narrower than the
bedrock ridge. It also seems unlikely that two flutes could form so closely side by side,
such as CT2 and CT3, if they were formed by sediment deformation.
Additionally, this conclusion is supported by the disorganized fabric found in the
crag and tail features sampled in comparison to the flutes sampled. The bedrock ridges
(crags) which are more resistant to glacial scouring would act as an obstacle to the ice,
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causing the ice to stream around it, and resulting in the protection of a tail of less resistant
till in the pressure shadow formed in its wake.
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Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusion
7.1 Introduction

This thesis describes the distribution and form of flutes on the Castle Creek
forefield and attempts to identify processes involved in their formation. This chapter will
summarise the different forms of flute found at Castle Creek and their distribution across
the forefield. It will also summarise the previous models of flute formation indentified
from the literature and discuss which are most applicable to the different types of flute at
Castle Creek. Additionally, recommendations will be made for further research.

7.2 Summary of research

7.2.1 Previous models offlute formation
Early models of flute formation proposed an erosional origin for flutes, suggesting
that flutes represent positive relief between grooves carved in a previously deposited till
surface either by boulders embedded in the glacier sole (Kautsky, 1953; Strom, 1963), a
cuspate glacier sole (Ray, 1935) or by sub-glacial melt water streams (Richter, 1936).
Alternatively, it was suggested that flutes were tails of till that were preserved in the lee
of boulders or outcrops of bedrock, where they were protected from erosion (Gilbert,
1904; German et al., 1979).
Other authors have suggested that flutes are depositional in origin, formed either
by (i) the deposition of longitudinal thickenings of debris in the basal ice, created by
streaming of basal ice around obstacles lodged in the substrate (Gordon et ah, 1992); or
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(ii) transverse stresses in the basal ice initiate a cork-screw like spiral flow in the ice
removing sediment from troughs at the flute margin and depositing it in ridges at the flute
crest (Rose, 1989; 1992; Schoof and Clarke, 2008).
However, the most widely accepted model of flute formation suggests that flutes
are neither depositional nor erosional features, but are formed by sub-glacial sediment
deformation, whereby till is squeezed under pressure into subglacial cavities formed in
the lee of boulders lodged in the sediment (Boulton, 1976; Van der Meer, 1996; Eklund
and Hart, 1996; Benn and Evans, 1996; Hart, 2006; Evans et al, 2010). In a variant of this
model Hoppe and Schytt (1953) and also Eklund and Hart (1996) have suggested that the
till freezes after entering the cavity and adheres to the basal ice where it will be carried
forward by the advancing ice and later deposited.

7.2.2 Distribution and form offlutes
Three contrasting types of flute were identified on the Castle Creek forefield:
\

Tapering flutes, parallel-sided flutes and crag and tail features. The morphology and
distribution of these is discussed below.
Tapering flutes
These flutes commonly have boulders at their ice proximal ends and are shorter
and narrower relative to parallel-sided flutes. They also become shorter and narrower
with distance down flute. Tapering flutes are generally shorter in length (averaging 19.5
m) and narrower (averaging 2.9 m) in comparison with the parallel sided flutes. They are
also higher than parallel-sided flutes, with heights of between 1 and 2 m.
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Tapering flutes are predominantly located on the upper forefield in an area where
ice was moving upslope towards the northern terminal moraine (group A). There is also a
smaller group o f tapering flutes on the lower forefield on an upslope area toward the
southern terminal (group C). The group on the upper forefield is larger with 180 flutes
which are densely spaced, with spacing averaging 4 metres. The group on the lower
forefield is smaller, containing only 4 flutes, which are much wider spaced.
Parallel-sidedflutes
Although these flutes were very conspicuous from the air photos they are not as
apparent on the ground, rarely reaching heights above 1 m. These flutes are longer
(averaging 47.9 m) and wider (averaging 4.9 m) relative to the tapering flutes and
maintain similar width and height above the adjacent surface with distance down-flute.
Unlike the tapering flutes, they do not always have boulders at their ice-proximal ends,
although these possibly exist further up-valley or have been removed by winter re
advances.
These flutes are located on the lower forefield (group B) and vary in orientation,
mimicking assumed ice flow directions as the glacier flowed eastwards towards the valley
side and northwards, spilling across the low divide down to On-Off Lake. They do not
have regular spacing but often form tightly spaced parallel groups. The group contains
103 flutes.
Crag and Tail features
These features fit the classic description of a flute, but have outcrops of bedrock at
their ice proximal ends. They are similar in form to the tapering flutes being shorter and
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narrower than the parallel-sided flutes and tapering in height and width down flute from
their ice proximal bedrock ridge. They are also relatively well developed, reaching
heights of up to 4 meters, averaging 18.18 m in length and 3.82 m in width. Only six crag
and tail features were identified and were confined to the area of the upper north east
forefield where bedrock ridges run perpendicular to the former direction of ice flow.

7.2.3 Properties o f sediment within flutes
The grain size and clast shape within the till in all flutes sampled was fairly
similar. As might be expected the flutes contained mainly sub-angular and sub-rounded
clasts (> 80 %) with high percentages of bladed and elongate clasts, reflecting the fissile
lithologies which fracture along joint and bedding planes (Benn, 1990). The flutes also
contained < 1 8 % rounded or well-rounded stone indicating that the material was not
fluvial in origin. Clasts averaged ca. 23 mm in length.
The grain size distribution of fines was found to be fairly uniform across the
s
forefield, with sand making up the largest portion of the till (averaging 47%), followed by
silt (averaging 34%), and clay making up the smallest portion (18 %). This uniformity is
common in deformation tills and reflects thorough mixing of the material under high
cumulative strains (Alley, 1991). The till at Castle Creek creates ideal conditions for
sediment deformation because the clay can create high pore water pressure when the
sediment is saturated reducing the shear strength and causing the till to fail and deform
readily.
The parallel-sided flutes contain higher percentages of clay (average 20 %) in
comparison with the tapering flutes (average 12 %). As a result the till in the parallel
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sided flutes will deform more readily and the flow of sediment into the basal cavity will
be greater than the flow of the basal ice, preventing the cavity from closing. This allows
these flutes to maintain a constant profile for great distances. Tapering flutes have less
clay in their sediments and will therefore deform less readily as they will not have as high
pore water pressures to maintain a fast enough flow of sediment in the cavity. Therefore
the basal ice flow will eventually cause the cavity to close causing down-ice decay of the
flute.
The shear strength of sediment within the flutes ranged from 0 to 4.5 KPa with a
mean of 2.2 KPa. This relatively low shear strength would allow the sediment to readily
deform and flow under stress. Shear strength was found to be related to the grain size of
the sediment; sediments with higher percentages of clay, such as those at CT2 which has
27 %, were found to have higher shear strengths than those with lower percentages of
clay due to the electrostatic forces between charges clay particles which increase the
cohesion of the till.
\

The macrofabric analysis of the flutes revealed a greater degree of clustering of
clast orientation in the tapering and parallel-sided flutes than in the crag and tail features
which were notably more disorganised. Two of the tapering flutes sampled displayed a
converging fabric pattern and the parallel-sided flutes sampled both displayed fabric
orientations parallel to the axis of the flute. The crag and tail features sampled did not
reveal any clear fabric pattern.
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7.2.4 Formation o f the Castle Creek flutes
Based on the evidence collected in the field and from the mapping of flutes it is
most probable that the flutes at Castle Creek (both tapering and parallel-sided) were
formed by sediment deformation, whereas the crag and tails are probably erosional
features. The clear fabric patterns displayed by the tapering and parallel-sided flutes
suggest that the sediment underwent deformation, causing the clasts within them to rotate
under applied stress. The parallel orientation pattern of the clasts in the parallel-sided
flutes probably reflects the faster flow of sediment into basal ice cavities, in comparison
to the tapering flutes. This conclusion is also supported by the lower shear strengths and
the grain size distribution of the till which create ideal conditions for sediment
deformation to occur.
The crag and tail features are most probably erosional in origin, representing
positive relief forms protected from erosion by the bed rock outcrops. This is supported
by the lack of clustering and organisation in the fabric orientation data.

7.3 Conclusions and further research
Boulton’s (1976) theory, that flutes are formed by sediment deforming into
cavities within the basal ice in the lee of boulders lodged in the basal sediments, is
supported in the Castle Creek forefield by the presence of converging or parallel fabric
patterns in the flutes. These observations also support Benn and Evans (1996) proposal
that there are two distinctly different morphologies of flute: parallel-sided flutes, which
maintain constant cross profiles for great distances; and tapering flutes, which become
shorter and narrower with distance down flute, named tapering flutes here. In addition
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this thesis highlights the importance of grain size and topography in creating suitable
conditions for sediment deformation to occur.
Data from the crag and tail features also supports early hypotheses that flutes can
be erosional remnants of a previously deposited till surface, preserved in the lee of
outcrops of bedrock (Gilbert, 1904; German et al., 1979). These features, although fitting
the descriptive definition of a flute, are possibly formed by a different mechanism than
the other flutes on the forefield.
The following are recommendations of further research that should be undertaken,
based on the data and observations of this thesis:
1. The macrofabric measurements collected in this study give an indication of the
flow of sediment at only one section of the flute. Additional measurements of
macrofabric could be taken at several points down the length of the flute, in order
to give a better impression of the flow of sediment along the flute’s entire length.
In addition, more flutes of each type should be sampled in order to verify the
fabric patterns displayed by each type of flute.
2. The shear strength measurements collected in this study indicated the drained
shear strength of the sediment. In-situ shear strength testing of the basal
sediments, beneath the ice, could give an idea of the shear strength of the
sediment, under the higher pore water pressures that would exist during flute
formation. This could potentially be done using hot water drilling techniques and
lowering the instrument down the borehole. Alternatively, sampling could be
carried out on recently exposed, saturated till at the ice margin.
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3. The volume of water that would be required for the sediment to undergo
deformation could be determined by measuring the plastic and liquid limits of the
sediment in laboratory tests of the Atterberg limits.
4. The grain size distribution data collected for this thesis indicated that there were
differences in the grain size of parallel-side and tapering flutes, which would
possibly cause differences in the shear strength of the till. Mathematical modelling
of the properties of the till should be undertaken to model the effects of the
differences in grain size in order to determine whether this hypothesis is correct.
5. More studies of flute origin should be undertaken at other sites, particularly in
North America, as most of the previous studies of flutes are focused on field sites
in Europe.

s
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A p p e n d ix A .

Grain Size Analysis Methodology (Head, 2006)

The sample was first passed through a 2mm sieve in order to separate any gravel
and pebbles included in the sample from the fine grained sample that would be used for
sedimentation analysis. Following sieving, 25 grams of the <2mm portion of the sample
was weighed out and soaked in 100 ml of calgon solution (33 grams sodium
hexametaphosphate and 7 grams sodium carbonate made up to 1 litre with distilled water)
for at least 12 hours. Subsequently, the solution was mixed in a blender for 1 minute to
disperse the clay particles.
The calgon and sediment solution was poured into a 1000 ml cylinder and made
up to 1000 ml with distilled water. To ensure the sediment was all in suspension the
cylinder was shaken for 2 minutes (approximately 30 over end turns). A stopwatch was
started as soon as the cylinder was placed on the surface and a hydrometer was carefully
lowered into the cylinder. Readings were taken from the hydrometer after 40 seconds and
1 minute. Subsequently the cylinder was re-shaken for 2 minutes and the measurements
were repeated twice to provide 3 sets of readings at 40 seconds and one minute.
Measurement during the first minute is critical as all of the heavier sand particles will
settle during this time.
After the third repeat measurement o f the first minute of sedimentation, the
hydrometer was removed from the cylinder and the cylinder was left to settle.
Hydrometer readings were taken after 4 minutes, 15 minutes, 1 hour, 4 hours and 24
hours. After each reading the hydrometer was removed from the cylinder.
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A control cylinder was set up containing 100 ml of calgon solution and 900 ml of
distilled water. After each hydrometer reading, the hydrometer was removed from the
sedimentation cylinder, placed in the control cylinder and a reading was taken. This
allowed for a corrected hydrometer reading (Rd) to be calculated by subtracting the
correction (R0) (hydrometer reading taken in the control cylinder), from the reading taken
in the sedimentation cylinder (Rh).
The diameter of the grains (D) was then calculated using the following equation:

D=KJl
Where K is a constant, L is the effective depth, which was found using the hydrometer
measurement and reading off the corresponding depth from a calibration curve. T is the
time elapsed in minutes from the start of sedimentation. The percentage mass of particles
smaller than the equivalent particle diameter was calculated from the following equation:

P ercent Finer = 10°PsRd
m (ps- 1)

where psis the particle density (g/1) and m is equal to the initial dry mass of the sediment.
Following sedimentation the contents of the sedimentation cylinder were wet
sieved through a 63 pm sieve. The coarser, sandy fraction of the sediment sample
remaining on the sieve was carefully removed from the sieve with a brush and left to air
dry. The dried sand was then sieved through a nest of 6 sieves (2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, and
0.063 mm), on a sieve shaker for 20 minutes. The fraction caught on each sieve was
weighed and their mass as a percentage of the original 25 gram sample was calculated.

